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 dyalogVAB)|
The Definitive APL for Windows晳

   

  
 Have you ever

wanted to call your
 APLfunctions from

  Funct ion

   

  
  

  

 

Function |Excel, Visual Basic,
Function 9Function |OF C++?   
    Public CE As Object☁| Public File As Object

_Dim Data As Variant

 

    

   

Sub FOpen()Set CF = CreateObject ("dyalog. CFILES")|f = Cells(i, 2).Value |
Set File = CF, OpenFile(f) a
Bnd Sub

Well now you can!
     
  

   

   

    FAppend()
Dim Relt As VariantData = Selection, Value
Ralt = File. FAppend (Data)
End Sub

       
    

 

 

That☂s why Dyalog APL/W remains the professional
choice. For further information, contact Dyadic or
yourlocal distributor today.

 

晳Dyadic Systems Limited, Riverside View, Basing Road, Old Basing, MICROSOFT
Basingstoke, Hants. RG24 7AL, United Kingdom. COMPATIBLE
Tel:+44 1256 811125 Fax:+44 1256 811130 Email: sales@dyadic.com
Microsoft is a registered trademark and Windows and the Windows Logo are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation  
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Editorial
by Duncan Pearson

This issue of Vector is coming to you unfortunately three months late for which I
apologise. We are sending out 14.2 and 14.3 together. Due to the pressure of
work I will no longer be continuingas editor but the main strength of Vector, the
Vector Working Group, will continue to produce the magazine.It is planned that
a different memberof the group will take responsibility for the editorial content
of each issue and that the administrative and production responsibility will lie
with Gill Smith. Adrian and Gill have been producing Vector now for over ten
years and their contribution to the promulgation and support of APL cannot be
over-estimated.
This issue containsthe report of APL97 in Toronto whichI rated very highly. The
presentations that I attended were interesting and thought-provoking and the
organisation of the conference was good. Unfortunately only Adrian and I from
the Vector team wentto the conference and so weonly have the two reports.
However someof the presenters have kindly written up their presentations as
articles for Vector andtheseare included.

 

Contact Pointfor all Vector Material
Following the meeting of the Vector working group on February 7th, it was
agreed to leave the post of Editor temporarily vacant, and to have the working
group operate as an editorial board, with a ☁guest editor☂ (either from the group
or invited by them) responsible on an issue by issue basis. Please direct all
correspondenceto:

Vector Administration, c/o Gill Smith
Brook House, Gilling East
YORK YO6 43]
apl385@compuserve.com

It will then be distributed to the appropriate person on the.working group, Many
thanks.



 

 
Release
3.05...  

 
Jsoftware is an executable notation that forms the basis of a high-level
general-purpose programming system.
J is based on simple and consistent rules that work directly on arrays of
any size or dimension. The concise syntax and interactive environment
make J ideal for applications such asstatistics, financial and actuarial
analysis, modeling, simulation and educational use.
J Release 3.05 adds standard regular expression pattern matching, and
arbitrary-precision rational numbers. Automation support has been
extended to allow Java programmersto use the full powerof J in building
applications and applets.

Real part of gammafunction in range[(-3.5, -i), (4.5,i) ]:

  

3.5 455 40
steps 11 40
real gamma x j./ y

dat=, 3 >. 12 <. 2
☁surface;viewpoint 1.5 1 0.5' plot dat Produced by:

7 iverson Software Inc.
Distributed by:

Strand Software Inc.
19235 Covington Court
Shorewood, Minnesota

USA 55331
Tel (612) 470-7345Fax (612) 470-9202
info@jsoftware.com

www.jsoftware.com  
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Quick Reference Diary 1998-1999
Date Venue Event
May 22nd RSS, London Vendor Forum and AGM
July 27-31 Rome APL98 ♥ see below
August 10-14 1999 Scranton, Penn. APL99 ♥ see next issue
 

Dates for Future Issues of VECTOR
Vol.14 Vol.14 VoL15
No.3 No4 Nol

Copy date - 10th April 3rd July
Ad booking - 47th Aprit 10th July
Ad Copy - 24th April 49th July
Distribution March 98 May 98 August 98
 

 

 

Vector Back Numbers

 

Back numbers of Vector are available from:
British APL Association,
c/o Gill Smith,
Brook House, Gilling East,
YORK YO6 4JJ

Price in UK: £10 per complete volume(4 issues);
£12 (overseas); £16 (airmail) including postage. 
 



 
 

   

Renaissance Data Systems
P. O. Box 421-V

Georgetown, CT 06829
+1 (203) 270 9729

Books on APLandJ andother curiosities
of merit!

Renaissance Data Systems announcesa changeinits
mailing address. Please note that the telephone number
remains the same.
If you would like a copyof our latest catalog, please send us
a self-addressed legal sized envelope with onefirst class
stamp(if in the U.S.).
Included are suchtitles as: APL is EASY, APL - An
Interactive Approach, APL2 at a Glance, APL- the
Languageandits Actuarial Applications, APL as a Tool
of Thought proceedings, I-APL publications and
software, Boolean Functions and Techniques, The
FinnAPLIdiom List, The Toronto APL. Toolkit,
Mathematical Experiments on the Computer, Probability
in APL, APL- Stat: Doit yourself guide to computational
statistics, A Source Bookin APL - Approximately 80titles
in ail!
Wealso carry J publications, including Programmingin J,
An Implementation in J (structure and source code),
Arithmetic, and Calculus.

Shareware and commercial APL interpreters and J2
interpreters are available as well.
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APL98 ♥ ROMA
About the Event
The APL98 conference will take place from 27th to 31st July 1998at the Faculty of
Economicsof the University of Rome ☜Tor Vergata☝. This Faculty offers excellent
conference facilities like a four hundred plusseats main conference room, several
two hundred plus secondary conference rooms, computer room facilities, plenty
of space both inside and outside andexcellent parkingfacilities.

 

The conference is devoted to present thestate of the art in the development and
applications of array processing languages, with particular attention on
computational environments and marketplace languages such as APL, J,
Mathematica, Fortran90, Maple, Gauss, and others.
The conference topics focus on (butare notlimited to):

+ Janguages and environments ♥ state ofart, future prospectives, relation
among languages

+ computer science ♥ human-computerinteraction, object oriented
programming, parallel architectures,parallelism and concurrency, networking

+ applications ♥ discrete mathematics, new computing paradigms (neural
nets, genetic programming), finance, economics and socialscience, insurance
and actuarial mathematics,statistics and operationalresearch, simulation

+ education ♥ teaching APL(s), teaching with APL(s)
For more information, please contact:

Antonio Annibali, Faculty of Economy, University of L☂Aquilatel: (+39)-862-432401
fax: (+39)-862-432403
tel: (+39}-6-88327266 (home)

Paolo Di Chio, Faculty of Economy, University of L☂Aquila
tel: (+39)-862-432428
fax: (+39)-862-432403
tel: (+39)-6-66153929 (home)
e-mail: mc0307@melink.it

or sendan e-mail to apl98@poeco.utovrm.it
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Call for Papers
The landscape of computing is continually changing. New achievements bring
new possibilities to the users and pose new challenges to both practitioners and
theoreticians. On new frontiers of computing are such issues as distributed
computing, location-independence, remote programming, interaction and smart
agents.

Are APL,J and in general array processing languages (APLs)still able to live up
to these challenges? Are APLers brave enough to comeoutof their niches and
once again take their place on the leading edge of computer science? Consider
how APLonits inception set the agenda for modern computing: interpretation,
standard set of primitives designed for machine independence, inter process
communication, parallelism, typed I/O. In the following years developers of
APLs have comeout with a wealth of enrichments of the original environment:
full screen editors, object-oriented extensions, new control flow primitives,
interfaces with other languages, environments and operating systems. The timehas come to promote a new and central role for array processing languagesin the
new territories of end-user computing through their expressiveness, ofINTERNET computing through the possibility of encapsulating data andprograms, of high performance computing throughtheir native managementof
parallelism.
Contributions are sought which will emphasize how array processing languages
are a significant response to the new exigencies, how they allow the rapiddevelopmentofsignificant applications both in classical and in new fieldsof use,how they provide adequatesettings for users to develop their own applications.
Topics of interest include, but are notlimited to:

1. State of the art of APLs:
Presentsituation and future directions

2. Computer Science:
Human ComputerInteraction
Object-Oriented Programming
Parallel Architectures
Parallelism and Concurrency
Distribution
Meta-level Programming
INTERNET Computing
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3. Discrete Mathematics, Algorithms and new computing paradigms:
Neural Networks
Genetic Algorithms
DNA computing

4. Applications:
Finance and Financial Maths
EconomicsandSocial Sciences
Insurance and Actuarial Maths
Statistics and Operational Research
Image Processing
Simulation of physical, biological and social phenomena
Others

5. Education:
Teaching APLs
Teaching with APLs

Types of Contributions
Several types of contributions are welcome, namely:

Papers: 30/45 minutes scientific communication
Tutorials: 60/90 minutes knowledge dissemination(single or multiple
sessions)
Workshops:90 minutes technical hands-on(single or multiple sessions)
Poster/panelsessions
Birds-of-a-feather sessions

For each of them the following time scheduleis provided:

Papers
February 7th: 1 page abstract, indicating the main topic and the subcategory of
the contribution andthe time requested (30/45 minutes)

February 28th:first acceptance
April 15th:first draft
May15th: acceptancenotification
June 15th: final version
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Tutorials
March1st: 2 pages abstract, indicating the topic/category of the tutorial, the time
requested (60/90 minutes), if single or multiple session and the availability to
possibly replicate the tutorial

April 15th: acceptancenotification
June 15th:final version

Workshops
March ist: 2 pages abstract, indicating the topic/category of the workshop,if
single or multiple session, hardware and software requirements and the
availability to possibly replicate the workshop

April 15th: acceptancenotification
June 15th:final version

Panel-Posters
March 1st: 1 page abstract
May1st: acceptance notification

Submission
Abstracts should be submitted on plain ASCIIfile and sent by e-mail (preferred),
fax, or ordinary mailat the following addresses:

E-mail: mc0307@melink.it
apl98_abstract@poeco.utovrm.it
Fax:(+39)-862-432403 (Attn. Prof. Antonio Annibali)
Ordinary mail:
Paolo Di Chio
Faculty of Economics, University of L'Aquila
Via Assergi, 6
67100 L☂Aquila, Italy

Proceedings
Contributions will be published in the Conference Proceedings.

10  
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CORRESPONDENCE
Accounts Correction

From: Nicholas Small (Hon. Treas.) 3rd September 1997
It has been drawnto myattention thatthereis an error in the accounts summary
as presented to the AGM and published in Vector 14.1. The figure for <Total
payments> for 1996/97 (R&P) should read 22000 (don☂t ask me where 20149
camefrom☂).
It is perhaps also worth mentioning that the amounts written off should appear
on a separate line below netassets. They do not form part of the sum to calculate
net assets; rather, they are for use in the reconciliation identity:

new_assets = (old_assets - written_off) + (receipts - payments)

Re: Year 2000
From: MLE. Martin 2nd October 1997

As | have been workingon the Year 2000 problem for thelast five months ] have
noted Bob Brown'sletter (Vector 14.1 p. 8) and atfirst dismissedit, but on closer
examination I thought there is a good reason to reply. If you can☂t bear the
suspensepleaseskip to the last paragraph.
I am currently working for a Life Insurance/Pensions company with APL
systems dating back to 1984. Most were written by actuaries, pension
administrators and apprentice APL programmers. As you can imagine dates are
very important and usedin many calculations. You would also expect that these
programs must already cope with the next century; well some do, by using a
three-digit year, e.g. 101 means 2001!

If you think aboutit you can representa date in at least a dozen formats and that
is just the numeric ones! Consequently we have some 64 functions just
converting from one representation to another and back again. We have several
programsto convert to and from serial (often called Julian) dates, some include
the 400 leap yearrule and a couple even the 4000 year rule! Noneof them comes
up with ☁standard☂ Julian dates (1/1/1900=1), andall get the 2000 leap year

ii
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wrong! Most treat AD 1900 wrongly as a leap year (as does MS Excel v.4a),
although this is unlikely to cause problems by now. Then wehavelots ofrate
tables mostly keyed on a two-digit year, all references to 07'S must be examined,
ete.

To complicate matters The Management in their wisdom has decreed that
screens, printouts and file layouts (linking to non-APL systems) are NOTto be
changed. Thus we are to internally ☁window☂ the dates, ie. any year <30 is
presumed to be >2000. It may sound easy, but is 12/8/38 a date of birth or a
retirement date?How do the date-handling functions tell the difference?
Examining all the APL code would take 16 man-years. By eliminating all the
dead systems and code and concentrating on businesscritical systems we can do
it in 3 man-years.It is too late to re-write the systems, and they would not let us
anyway.
Bob Brownis right ♥ it should never have happened ♥ butthis is not a perfect
world and we the consultants have to tediously patch things up to last anotherfew years.
Here is the proof. If Bob Brown examineshis functions hewill find that they are
unawareof 2000 being a leap year!!!

MLE. Martin
General Software
22 Russell Road
NortholtMiddx UB5 4QS

Year 2000 ♥ Whythe Consternation?
☜From: Anne Wilson August 1997
Bob Brown☂sletter on this subject (Vector 14.1) shows a somewhat myopicview,looking at the problem from the point of one application maintained by one
person. But the world is bigger than that, and many mickles make a muckle ♥ a
large numberoflittle problemscreate a big problem.
Some problemswill be external to the applications. The clock on my Compaqthinks that the date following 31/12/1999 is 4/1/1980 ♥ one wonders whyit isnot 1/1/1980? If I then set it to the correct date most things are as expected.However,at least one accessory loses the ability to put a correct creation date on

12  
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files. I can reset the date, but what would happen if the computer were
controlling machinery?
In many commercial businesses there will be hundreds, if not thousands, of
applications ♥ and they all need testing and checking. Much of this code will
have been written many years ago by programmerslong since departed from the
programmingarena of that company ♥ whereabouts in the programs does date
processing occur ♥ how manyplaces does it need to be changed ♥ what
functions does it perform? A single programmerstill maintaining his own code
should find it easy to identify and correct, but who knowsthe workings of the
mind of a long-departed programmer; who knows whereto look for dates in
code whose very purposesare lost in the mists of time, with many users and
manyalterations?
Files may not contain sufficient digits to hold years as 4 digits. To change thefile
layouts for many files, perhaps with many different date fields, can create a large
implementation problem ♥ imaginethe potential size of the problemif it is for
an insurance company or bank! And every program will probably need to be
altered, even if only by recompilation. As this may originate from old Cobol
programs, when storage was an expensive consideration, there may be
thousandsofreferencesto 6-digit picture fields ♥ how manyneedto bealtered?
Bob describes his method of adding .the extra two digits for dates; this makes
assumptions about which hundred-year timeslot is needed. Such assumptions
require knowledge of the system, and may well precipitate more alterations at
somelater date. Does his system cope correctly with the Queen Mother's date of
birth in August 1900?
A decade ago many commercial programs hada life expectancy of 7 or 8 years;
even databases were changed with amazing frequency. I can smugly say thatall
the systems I had control over hold 4-digit years; but I cannot say the same for
the hundreds of programs in which | have been involved, but did not control.
Way back in 1971 there were panics over the decimalization of money. What will
the next panic problem be?

Anne D, Wilson
12 Thorny Hills
Kendal
Cumbria LA9 7AL

13
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Heron's Rule & Integer-Area Triangles
From: William R. Jones 30 January 1998
This note offers a follow-up to Eugene McDonnell☂s Heron's Rule & Integer-Area
Triangles (VECTOR 12.3 pp133-142) and Roger Hui☂s Linear Recurrences and
Matrix Powers (VECTOR 12.4 pp113-115). It offers a simpler, fast solution to a
problem they treat.
Mr. McDonnell☂s exploration of a certain class of integer-area triangles leads him
to the sequence 1, 2, 7, 26, 97, 362,... with recurrence relation A{n} = 4*A(n-1)
- A(n-2), His J interpretation of the recurrence relation employs recursion andis intolerably slow. Subsequently he describes interesting applications of a
generating function, Taylor's series, and partial fraction decomposition, which
result in rapid generation of termsof the sequence, with the added benefit of anedifying excursion with someless well knownJ primitives. Enlightening as thatdevelopmentis,it☂s rather heavy machinery if the goal is to generate termsof the
sequence speedily.
Mr. Hui interprets the recurrence relation as a matrix multiplication. In thisinterpretation generating terms of the sequence requires computing powers of amatrix, and Hui shows and compares three methodsfor accomplishing thattask.
This leadsto very fast generation of termsof the sequence.
This sequence, and any which have linear recurrence relations, can be generatedwith an elementary approach whichis transparent and quite fast. At any stage in
generating this sequence we use the last two terms to generate the next term,append thatto the sequence, and repeat this process. Generating the next term issimply taking an inner product of the vector _1 4 and the last two terms.Repetition of the process is accomplished by function iteration ♥ power
conjunction («: ) in J. The verb s implements this method.

85. 3: ty. , 2 4 +/ oe 24. ye!

s 12 NB, A few example runs
127

s1i27
i 7 26

sare [ 4 2 NB, The first 10 terms
127 26 97 462 1354 5042 188417 70226

14
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{: sa:28 [12 NB. The 30th term
4,92952e16

This term is computed in less than an eyeblink on a modest machine:
68:2 '{: sa:28 C 4 2?

0.09
William R. Jones (jonesw@lafcol.lafayette.edu)
Lafayette College

A Little Hook for Understanding
From: Nick Cox (N.J.Cox@durham.ac.uk) 4 September 1997
Weall know how appropriate namesor phrases can help us to grasp elements of
APL. Whenstarting out, the meaning of f/ can be learned and remembered
moreeasily by focusing on ☁insert☂ or ☁reduce☂, each of which conveys much
aboutthat basic construct.
In J, @ is described in ISI literature as ☁atop☂, but J find it easier to think of it as
either ☁applied to☂ or☁after☂, which I think I learned from the writings of Eugene
McDonnell and KenSmillie, respectively.
A common remark in learning J is that forks require a big mental effort and
hooks a bigger one ♥ after which you see them everywhere. In grappling with
monadic hooks I find help from tiny phrases: mentally insert ☁their own☂or☁its
own☂ betweentheverbs of the hook.
The monadic hook (f g) acting on y is equivalent to(y f g y).

pt =. % +/ gives proportions.
pr i 2 3 & gives 0.10.20304

Thinkofthis as ☁divide by their own sum☂,orif you aretruly thinking arrays and
seeing the vector 1 23 4 as a whole,☁divide by its own sum☂.
- +/ % # is a hook, consisting of minus - and the average or mean +/ % #,

which seemsto be everybody'sfirst example of a fork.
Think of this as ☁minus its own mean☂. That is then a short step from the
statistician☂s jargon ☁deviation from the mean☂.

15
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Interesting Problem...
From: Ajay Askoolum 22nd July 1997
Given a chess board (8%8 cells), place exactly 16 dots, one in any given cell such
that:

1. each row
2. each column
3. each diagonal

is either empty or has exactly 2 dotsinit.
This can be judged by APL solution + execution time. (The solution is not unique
.. but how manysolutions are there?)
[An available solution has 3 lines & executes in 0.5 seconds on a 33Mhz 486]

Enumerating and Generating Combinations
From: Norman Thomson 12 September 1997
T should like to comment on the functions for enumerating and generating
combinations given by Alan Wilsonin his article on the National Lottery (see
Vector Vol14 No.1 pp.51-57). Under the heading ☜Which Combination?☝ a
function COMBNUMBERis given which maps a combination c of n items out of m
into a unique integer. This function can be given much more succinctly as

VZ+c COMBNUMBER m;P
Cay Z+14( (pc) im)-Ate/ (rpr) i Pem-$e

v

The basis for this is that positive integers can be represented uniquely by vectors
of a predetermined length in such a waythat the integer given by a vector cv
standing for ☜combination vector☝ is +/(1pc¢v)!cv. For example the value of
the integer represented by the combination vector 1 2 4 Sis+/(14)!1 2 4
5 = 11. The uniqueness of this representation requires that the minimimum
values in the successive vector positions are 1cv in index origin 0. Notice that a
combination vectoris notitself a combination.

16
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Theinverse function which computes the combination vector (cv) corresponding
to a given integer is obtained in the following way- If 4=pev, the cv
corresponding to 11 is built up from the right by first finding the largest 7 for
which 4 ! 7 is Jess than 11. This value is 5 since 4!6 is 15. Subtract 415 from 11
to give 6 and repeat for 3:7. The largest n is 4 since 3:5 = 10,s0 subtract
3!4 = 4 to give 2. Continuing in this way cv is developed as 1 2 4 S.A
function which implements the abovealgorithm is:

VZen CI 13K
C4] a 2 is ith combination vector of length n
t2] >(O#1)/L0 6 40 Zeitin a first stopping condition/action
C3) LOre(me1)/Li o +0 2+ a second stopping condition/action
[$} Li:Ken a start recursive section
CS] L2:+(fanmtk+K+1) /L2 a loop until K toe large
(Ce) 2e((m-1)Cr t-mtX-1),K-1 a recurse to find lover order digits

v

Usingthisit is now simple to represent Mr. Wilson☂s NUMBERCOMBwith slightly
different parametrization as

VZenm NUMBERCOMB i
{4] Z+{22nm)~(taom)CI(!/nm)-i on» ith combination of n out of m

v

These functions were given in my paper Some Combinatoric Algorithms in APL at
APL75 in Pisa, and the foundations for using the combination vector
representation of the integers in order to obtain orderly listings of combinations
is well set out in the references given there, namely Algorithic Combinatorics by
Shimon Even (Collier Macmillan, 1973) and Applied Combinatorial Mathematics
ed. E.F. Beckenbeck (Wiley, 1964) ♥ see the opening chapter ☜The Machine Tools
of Combinatorics☝ by D.H. Lehmer.
Mr. Wilson observes that calculations pertinent to e.g. the National Lottery
rapidly hit the phenomenon of combinatorial explosion, and a degree of
pragmatism must be used in order to avoid workspace overflow. A significant
advantageof representing combinations by combination vectorsis thatit is easy
to obtain estimates of, say, the distribution of combination totals by Monte Carlo
methods. Thus a reasonable short cut to full enumeration of such totals is
obtained by taking say 1000 random numbers between 1 and 13,983,816,viz:

+/"(<6 49)NUMBERCOMB晳 1000713983816

7
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British APL Association News
Future Issues of Vector
Issue 14.4 (April 1998) will be distributed at APL98 in Rome. This issue will be
produced in May to ensure APL98 advance coverage.
Issue 15.1 (July 1998) will be ready in August, including coverage of APL98.
Issue 15.2 (October 1998) onwardswill be prepared on schedule.

British APL Association 1998/1999 Committee
The membersof the Committee are unpaid officials of the Association. However,reasonable expenses incurred in the execution of Association business arereimbursed.
Oneof the key objectives of the Annual General Meeting is to ensure thatallposts are filled. The AGM attempts to fill every post for the duration of theforthcoming year. Anyofficial of the Association can be elected to serve for a
continuous maximum period of3 years, although all posts are eligible to befilledby anew appointment.
Oneof the pressing issues at this AGM is the appointment of an Editor forVector, the journal of the Association. In addition to control of the editor☂sbudget, the Editoralso hasuse of a portable PC.
The British APL Association is seen as the foremost international association andits publication Vector is regarded as the premier publicationof its kind. Vectorisalso the only regular publication for APL news.
The Association relies on volunteers for existence and exists purely to promotethe overall interests of the APL community. It requires the participation of newmembers; this not only ensures a fresh, and moreeffective, approach butalsoallowsthe existing volunteers to take a sabbatical.
If you need advanceinformation on Committee roles and responsibilities, pleasecontact any memberofthe existing committee ♥ contactdetails are on the insideof the back cover of Vector.
The current committee urges you to attend the AGM andto volunteer to serve onthe new committee. Yourinitiative is critical to the continued success of theBritish APL Association in serving the APL community.
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APL Product Guide
compiled by Gill Smith

VECTOR☂s exclusive APL Product Guide aims to provide readers with useful
information about sources of APL hardware, software and services. We welcome
any comments readers may have on its usefulness and any suggestions for
improvements.
Wereserve the right to edit material supplied for reasons of space or to ensure a
fair market coverage. The listings are not restricted to UK companies and
international suppliers are welcometo take advantageof these pages.
For convenienceto readers, the productlist has been divided into the following
groups(☁poa☂ indicates☁price on application☂):

+ Complete APL Systems (Hardware & Software)
- APLInterpreters
+ APL-based Packages
» APL Consultancy
+ Other Products
+ Overseas Associations
+ Vendor Addresses
+ World Wide Web and FTP Sites

Every effort has been madeto avoiderrors in theselistings but no responsibility
can be taken by the working group for mistakes or omissions.
We also welcomeinformation on APL clubs and groups throughoutthe world.
 

Yourlisting hereis absolutelyfree, will be updated on request, and is
also carried on the Vector website, with a hotlink to your ownsite.It is
the most complete and most used APL address book in the world. Please

help us keep it up to date!   
All contributions and updates to the APL Product Guide should be sent to Gill
Smith, at Brook House, Gilling East, York, YO6 4JJ. Tel: 01439-788385, Email:
apl385@compuserve.com
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COMPLETE APL SYSTEMS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Dyadic 18M RS/6000 MD320 11,798

IBM RS/6000 MD320 13,817

IBM FIS¥6000 MD320 22,656

IBM RS/6000 MD520 37,414

1BM RS/6000 MD530 72,054

IBM RSy6000 MD540 122,842

Optima IBM Compatible poa

APL INTERPRETERS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
APLSoftware APL*Plus/PC Release 10 450

Run-time poa
APL*PtusIl 1.395
Run-time poaDyalog APL 1000-10,000
APL2IPC poa

Beautiful Systems ♥_Dyalog APL/W for Windows: poa
Dyalog APL tor Unix poa

The Bloomsbury Software CompanyAPL#PCVersion 14 260
APL*Win v1.8 1350

Upgrade to Version 1.8 540
Migration to APL+Win 620

750
APL+DOS 1300
Migration to APL+D0S 620 {390

DETAILS
APL POWERstation (Greyscale)27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Milops RISCProcessor 8Mb RAM, 120Mb Disk19° 1280x1024 Greyscale Graph Display AIX, OSF Mott, DyalogAPL (-user)
APL POWERstation(Colour) 27,5 MIPS, 7.4 Mtlops RISC.Processor 8Mb RAM, 120MpDisk15° 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motif, DyalogAPL. (1-user)
Advanced APL POWERstation 27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Mtlops RISCProcessor 16Mb FAM, 320MbDisk, 150Mb Tape46" 1280x1024 Colour Graphics Display AIX, OSF Motif, DyalogAPL(1-user)
APL POWERsystam (8-users)27.5 MIPS, 7.4 Milops RISCProcessor 16Mb RAM, 320Mb Disk, 150Mb Tape CD-ROMDrive,16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL (2-8 user licence)
APL POWERsystom (16-usars) 34.5 MIPS, 10.9 Mflops RISCProcessor 32Mb RAM, 1.34Gb Disk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive, 16 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(8+ user licence)
APL POWERsystem (32-users} 41 MIPS, 19 Mflops RISCProcessor 64Mb RAM, 1.7GbDisk, 2.3Gb Tape CD-ROMDrive,32 PortsAIX, Dyalog APL(8+ usar tieenca)
Complete networked or stand-alona solutions Including☁configuration Installation, maintenance and commissioning.

DETAILS
STSC's APL for IBM PCs & compatibles.Upgradasfrom earlierreleases also available,
Closed version of APL*Plus/PC which prevents user exposure toAPL
Allthe features of maintrame APL*Ptusfor your 386PC!

2nd generation APL for Unix systems
IBM's APL2 for the PC.
USDistributor of Dyalog APL. products from Dyadic.
See Dyadic listing for product details.
Upgradeto version 11 gives free runtime (£120 from anyversion)
A 32-bit Windows-hosted Interpreter that runs underall Windowsplatforms Including Windows 95. Note: Anyuser purchasingAPL+Win during 1996 will receive free updates to Vn 1.8 and Vn2.0 (user to pay carraga)
From earlier versions of APL+Win, Free updata to Version 2.0(userto paycarriage)
from APL*PLUSIf versions 4/5. Free update to Version 2.0 (userto pay carriage)
trom earlier versions of APL*PLUS f1
APL*PLUSI] DOS Is renamed to APL+DOS.
from APL*PLUS/PC or APL*PLUS{I
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APLIPLUS Il for UNIX poa APL2000's 2nd generation APLfarall majorSpare and Risc Unixworkstations.
APLPLUS VMS poa 2nd generation APL for DEC VAX computers under VMS.
APL*PLUSMainframe poa Enhances VS APLwith manyhigh performance, highproductivity features. For VMICMS and MVSJTSO offers simpleupgrade from VS APL.

Dinosoft Oy Dyalog APLIW for Windows poa Finnish distributor of Dyalog APL products.
Dyalog APL for Unix poa See Dyadic's listing for product details,

Dyadic Dyalog APL for DOS/QB8 995 Second genaration APL for DOS.Auns in 82-bit mode, supportsvery large workspaces. Unique *window-based" APLDevelopmentEnvironment and Screen Manager. Requires388/486 based PC or PS/2, at laast 2Mb RAM, EGA or VGA,OOS3.3 or tater.
Dyalog APL for Windows 995 _As above,plus object-based GUIdevelopment tools. RequiresWindows 3.0 of later.
Dyalog APLior Unix -♥-«995-12,000 Second generation APLfor Unix systams.Available for Altos,Apollo, Bull, Dac, HP, 18M 8150, IBM AS/6000, Masscomp,Pyramid, NCR, Sun and Unisys machines, and for PCs andPC/2s running Xenkx or AIX. Oracle intertace avallabla far {BM,Sun and Xenkx versions.

IAC/Human InterfacesLAPLMas 13 Macintosh version of -APL
FAPL kid LAPLPC or clones 8 {SO conforming Interpreter. Supplied only with manual (see☁OtherProducts☂for accompanying books).LAPLIBBC Master 8 AsaboveL-APL/Archimedes 8 As aboveStrand Software Inc Strand Software Inc has the sole selling rights to IversonSoftware (ne products. LAPLstocks a few of these (malnlyAPLIWIN and the personal J products and books), but ls nolonger an agent.
IBM APLProducts TryAPL2 tree APL2 for educational or demonstration use, Write,fax or Emall toAPL, Products; specity disk size desired.

APL2 PG (US Version} $630 Product No, 5789-PGG, PRPQ Number RU0411.Order from 1-800-JEM-CALL
APL2 PG (European Version) £348 Product No, 5604-260, Part number 38F1753.From all (8M dealers, including MicroAPL.
APL2 tor OS/2 Entry Edition $185 Part No 89G1558.
APL2 for OS/2 Advanced Edition $850 Part No 8961697. Contalnsallfacilitiesof the Entry Edition plus:DB2 Interface; co-operative processing TCP/IP Interface; toolstor writing APs; TIME facility
APL2 for Sun Solaris $1500 Product No. 5648-065.
APL2 for AIX 6000 poa Product No, $785-012.
APL2 Version 2 poa Product No. 5888-228, Full APL2 system for S/370 and S/390.
APL2 Application Envt Vn2. poa Product No, 5888-229. Runtime environmentfor APL2 packages

Insight Systems: APL*PLUS/PC poa APLsystems marketed and supported ...
Dyalog APL poa from: Dyadic, Manuglstics, IBM
APL2 poa under: Windows, OS2 and Unlx

Iverson Software Ine, Jen the Wabi onlina registration ..,
J Educational Edition $50
J Standard Edition $150
J Professional $325

Booksandaccessories (discaunts for reg users)
J Dictionary $50
J User Manual ☁$50
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J Phrases $40
J Primer $40
Setofthe above 4 books $160

Concrete Math $40
Fractals, Visualization & J $50
Exploring Math $50
J User Conference Proceadings $35
Mugs, T-shirts, Mousapads $10 each

APLIWIN $70
J Austria J poa

Dyalog APL poa
Causeway Products poa
Structural Analysis Sottware poa

Lescasse Consulting APL+PC poa
APL+Unix poa
APL+DOS poa
APL#WIn poa
Dyalog APLW poa

MasterWorkSoftware Manugisties Products and ISI poa
MicroAPL APL.68000 Level | 2000

APL.68000 Level II 2500

APL.68000/X 4600-6000

APL.8000 Level|Mac, ST, Amiga a7
Mac, Amiga 260
APL.68000 LevelIlST 170
Amiga - 280
Mac 52
APL*PLUSRel 10 450APL*PLUSII V4.0 1395

Oasis Systems Dyalog APL poa
APL'PLUS poa
APL.G8000 poa
APL2 poa

Optima Dyalog APLW. 995
RE Time Tracker Oy APL+PC (APL"PLUS)PC) poa

For 386/PC under Windows 3,1
Distributor for Austria and Switzerland
Olstributer
Distributor
Complete package by IG Zenkner&Handel to perform structuralanalysisjenglneering calculations.Also sultabla for dynamicproblems, 8.9, earthquake simulation.
Lescasse Consulting Is the exclusive APL2000distributorIn.France and also
distributes in Switzerland and Belglum. Call tor prica quotas.

French distributertor Dyalog
New Zealand distributor
First generation APL with numerous enhancements, Multi-userversion (Unlx, Mirage, MCS).
Second generation APL. Nested arrays, user defined operators,selective specification etc. Mult-user version (Unix, Mirage,MCS}
Second-generation APL. Nested arrays, user definad operators,selective specification, etc, Mult-user AIX version with fullOSF/Motif support.
First generation APL. Single user, full windowing interface,software floating polnt support.
First generation APL. Single user, full windowing interface,hardware floating point.
Second generation APL. Full windowinginterfaca, software.floating point support.
Second generation APL. Full windowing interfaceHardware andsoftware floating point suppor.
Second generation APL. Full windowingintertace.Hardware andsoftware floating polnt suppor.

Dyadle Systems
Manugistics
MicroAPL Ltd
IBM
Fully fledged Windows development environment.
Complete APL+ and Statgraphles product rangeand links tovarious 3rd party products.
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Soliton Associates

Strand Software

APL+DOS (APL*PLUSIi}
APL+Win (APL*PLUSIII), APL+Link

APL PACKAGES
COMPANY
ADAPTASoftware

Adaptable Systems

Adaytum Software
☁The APL Group
APLSoftware Ltd
{maintrame)

(microcomputer)

Seautitul Systems

APLHUNIX
APL*PLUSSharefila
SHARPAPL for MVS poa
SHARPAPLfor Unix poa
Canada

All APL*PLUSProducts poa
Dyadle and ISI products poa

USA
Dyadic and 1S! products poa

PRODUCT PRICES(£)}
MPS- Master Production Schadulingpos
FBS- Forecasting and Budgeting System
ORP- Distribution Requirements Planning

☁The Bloomsbury Software Company{for VSAPL)

FLAIR poa

Adaytum Planning poa
Qualec! $1500-4000

ADS poa
(PLS poa
REGGPAK poa
POWERTOOLS 295
REGGPAK poa
ROS 990
ASF_FILE $399
NAT_FILE $209

OBF_FILE $299

SF_READ poa

Enhancements & Shareflle poa
Compiler poa

tor IBM MVS maintrames
for IBM RSj8000 and Sun SPARC

All APL*PLUSproducts including upgrades and educational.

DETAILS

Finite oader and interactive rescheduler. Customisable fullfunction scheduling system. (Avallabis outside Ausvalla byspecial arrangementonly.)
Full-eatured Budgeting and Financial Planning system formedium to large enterprises.
Electronic Data intarchange (ED!) translation software for thePC,with strict compliance checking,
Relation Data Basa System
Project ManagementSystem
Regression Analysis Package
Assembler written replacementfunction for commonly used
CPU-consuming APLfunctions,includes a Forms Processor.
Regression Analysis Package
Relational Database System
Dyalog APLIW auxiliary processorfar accass to APL'PLUS/PC.APL componenttiles (ASF).
byalog APLIW auntillary processor which emulates theAPLPLUS/PC quad-N native file subsystem for accass to theDOSfila system.
Dyalog APL/W auxiliary procassos for efficient block madeaceass to dBASEformatfiles. Designed to get large amounts ofdata In and out of BASE.Not sulted for random acess to smallamounts of data (jt does not handle keys).
Dyalog APL/W functions to read APL*PLUSdata objects of anytype or structura from *.SFstyle componentfiles created byAPL*PLUSIor Ill
☁Componentfiles, quad-functions & nested amays for VSAPL_
under VMICMS & MVS/TSO
The First APL compiler!
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{tor APL2)
Causeway

Cinerea AB

CODEWORK

H.M.W.

HRH Systems

(AC/HumanInterfacesSPARKS

APL Utd

4BM APLProducts

INFOSTROY

Insight Systems.

Sharefile/AP poa

CausewayFro tor DyalogW 400/$600
RainPro Business Graphics 250

NewLeaftor Dyalog and+Win 400

ORCHART 250

HELM poa

XTRA poa
Arbitrage poa
Basket poa
Menv-Bar poa
APLUtilities poa

APL'PLUSUtllitles

poa
EPIDEMIC poa
COINS poa
FIBONA poa
Educational workspaces 5
A GraphicalStatistical Systam $250
(aGss) $500

$2500
APL*PLUS)XbaseInterface(886 Version 2) $198

(DLL. Version1) $te8
IUTILSyXP 20-95
ASI 95
Wincom 95
S2D,22D,x2X poa

STSC's shared access componentfile system for APL2.Comparable to all APL*PLUSfile systems: multi-user storage ofAPL2 arrays with efficient disk usage.
Causewayapplication development plattorm tor Dyalog APL/W.
☁Theultimate graphics toolklt for the APL developer. Adds 3Dcharting capability, Web publishing and clipboard support to theshareware product. Charts can be Included In NewLeaf reports.Functionally compatible across Dyalog/W and APL+Win.
Frame-based reporting tool with comprehensive table-generationand text-flow support. Offers multipla master-paga capability,bitmap wrap-around and on-screen preview with pan and zoom.Fully supported on Dyalog/W and APL+Win(1.8 and above)
Organization chart packagefor IBM APL2/PC.Full & heavily
commented source code included- free integration Into otherapplications, NB: ASCII output with line-drawing (seml-graphic)characters for boxes.
Decision Support system for top management. Handles largemult!-dimensionaltables, data analysis, EIS presentations;generates HTMLand Latex output. Platforms: DOS, APL#l,Windows 3.1/95 for Dyalog APL, LAN support.Ideal for APLcustomisation, more than 100 Installed.
Front-end Foreign Exchangedealing / pos keeping
Arbitrage modelling
Basket currency modelling
pulldown menu for APL*PLUSJPC
☁Software to transfer workspaces between APL"PLUSand Sharp,
and between APL"PLUS and |-APL Software to import IBM .ATFfiles to APL"PLUS,
Public domain software, unlock locked ins, a user-friendlyalternative to locking, fns of mathematical physics, menus, andothers.
Educational simulation of electric elreuit (for Apple Mac.)
Educationalsimulation of spreading Infection (tor Apple Mac.)
Educationat simulation (KS) of coln-tossing experiment withsimple stats (lor Apple Mac.)
Educationalsimulation of Flbonacct's rabbits (for Appia Mac.)
PC formatdisks with the examplas trom: Thomson. Espinasse(Kits 1-4), Kromberg, Jizba & FinnAPLAll the examples to saveyourfingers!
for DOS, Product Number 5764-009
for Workstations (05/2,Aix, Solaris), Product Number 6764-092
for CMS, Product Number 5764-011

 

Complete package written in C. Comparable with the data, index& mame files of FoxPro, dBASE, & Clipper. Multi-user support.No DBMSlicense required.
The same Ina DLL form! Gives your Windows applicationsalladvantages of DLLs.
Crossplattorm utility library Including slmple OScalls (DIR,COPY, DEL, RENAME) and DATE functions. For APL*PLUSII,APL2 and Dyalog APLunder Windows, OS/2 and Unix.
APL SpreadsheetInterface. ☜Davice-Independent☂ spreadsheetdriver supporting Excel, 129 and Quattro-Pro for Dyalog APL/W
Asynchronous comms package for Dyalog APLAW
Advanced APLsyntax analysis and conversion packages trom☁Sharp and APL2 te Dyalog, and betweenany two APLs
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JAD Software

Lescasse Consulting

UngoAllegro
RETimeTracker Oy

Soliton Associates

Warwick University

SQAPLClient

SQAPLServer

JAD SMS

APL+Win Monthly Training Program$e00

Advanced Windows Programming ...$95
DLL parser for +Win

Delphi Forms Transtator

APL+Link Pro.
SQAPL Pro
RainPro

NewLeat
GraphX and ChantFX
Formula Oneand Dyalog APL
Internet Server AP

ur

AJGRAPH

ECCO PROwith APL

NEWT TCP/IP SDK with APL

DB+

LoGos
MAILBOX
VIEWPOINT
BATS:

FAB
API, Tutor (PO)
APL Tutor (MF)
Zark ACE

poa

150-500

$250

$195

poa
poa

poa
poa

poa

poa
poa

poa
poa
250

$299
$5000

Interface from APL*PLUStI, APL2 and Dyalog (Windows, OS/2or Unix) to most SQL databases over most networks.
Makes APL*PLUSII, APL2 or Dyalog APL (Unix) available asSequeLink servers. Can be called from SQAPLcllents or otherapplications such as Excel, C++, Smatitalk, Visual Basic.
Software managementsystem for APL*PLUSII based onhierarchical databases;Includesfull-screeninterface and stand-
alonefunctions. Prica depends on numberof users.

Download 50+ page document about APL+ programming eachmonth, You also get ons of more workspaces full of re-usableAPLcode and sometimesadditional files or products.
200-page book plus companiondisk on interfacing APL andDelphi. Contains full overageof Deiphl-2, +Win and Dyalog.
Parseany Visual Bask: DLL dectarationfile into a set of quadNAdefinitions. Turn constants and structures Into APL variabias.
Avallabte for APL+Win and Dyalog/W.
Designforms with Delphl and tun them automatically Into APL.programs which recreate the same form (+Win and Dyalog/W).
ODBC Interface for APL>Win
ODBC Interface for Dyalog APLW
Highly customisable 2D and 80 pubtication graphics forAPL#Win and Dyalog APUW
Pagelayout andprinting tools for APL+Win and Dyalog
High-quallty business graphics for APL*Win
100-page book + campanion disk en how to use the Formula(One VBXwith Dyalog APL/W
An internetserver for Dyalog APLIW.Visit wenw.lingo.com for &
live damo,
Comprehensive high-level Windows UserInterface IIbrary forAPL#Win and +Il v5.1, Comprehensive spreadsheats, replicatedfields, special field types,etc, 16 and 32 bit verslons available,
Graphpak-compatible 2D graphics packagefor +Win and +DOS,
Includes mult-window support, print and metatlle support. NoDLLs required,
Leading group and persona!Information management system.with comprehensive customising. Supplied with sample +Win
☁workspace to Intertace to ECCO databases via DDE.
Lead TCP/IP SDKwith Intartaces to all protocols, Supplied on 3CD ROMStogether with a sample +Win workspace.
Databaseinterface for APL+DOS under Windows, Allows:
combining character-based APLapplications with ODBC-
compilant databases such as Oracle and SQL-server...
Application Development Environment
Electronic Malt
Report generator with Interfaces to DB2 and MVS data
Menudriven system for time serles analysis and forecastingusing Bayesian Dynamic modelling. Price Is reduced to £35 foracademic Institutions.
Training program for the above.
APL computer-based training. Available for APL'PLUS PC &
APL*PLUSIJ, Damo disk $10,
Mainframe version.
APLcontinuing educatan. APL tutor news and hotline phone
☁support.
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APL Advanced Techniques.... $59.95. 488pp, book, (ISBN 0-9819087-07} including 2-disk set ofutilityfunctions (APL*PLUS PC format).
Communications $200 pe, $500 mf Move workspaces or files between APLenvironments.

APL CONSULTANCY AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£) DETAILS
Adiea Consultancy poa Development, maintenance,conversion, migration,documentation, of APL products in all APL environments
Ajay Askoolum Consultancy poa APL+Win development and migration of actuarial, financial,mathematical applications,
Andrews Gonsuttaney Roa APL programming and analysis, Year-2000 legacy systems,

algorithms, tres-processing.
APL Solutions In¢ Consultancy pea APL systems dasign, development, maintenance,documentation,testing and training. Providing APLsolutions

since 1969.
AUSCANSoftware Consultancy poa APLsoftware development,training
Bloomsbury Software Consultancy 300-750+VAT
Camacho Consultancy poa Manuals; feasibility reports and estimates;analysis andprogramming; APL and MS Windowsapplications; Sharp, IStAPL, APL*PLUS, APL2/PC and other APLs spoken. Fixedpricesystemsa speciality
Ray Cannon Consultancy poa APLC, Assembler, Windows, Graphics: PC and mainframe
Causeway Consultancy and Training poa On-site talning tor Causeway, RalnPro and NewLeal,

Customisation and enhancementto meetlocal needs. Code:review and pre-implementation check of Causewayapplications.
Pau} Chapman Consultancy 250-500 24-hour programmer: APL, Smalltalk, C; Windowstront enddesign a speciality.
CODEWORK Consultancy poa Development, maintenance, migration, documentation of APLapplications. Speciality: Into systemsfor top executives, Intemet☁applications.
Dinosoft Oy Consultancy poa Specialisedin very large databases.
Dyadic Consultancy poa APand Unix system design, consultancy, programming ang

taining.
Evestlc AB Consultancy poa Excellenttrack record from 15+ years of APi. applicationsinbanking, Insurance, and education services.All dialects,plattorms and project phases, SQL expertise.
General Software Consultancy from 120
Godin London Inc Software Development Poa Wehave applicationsIn the food manutacturing field, travetagency and airline bookingsfield and in product lease

management.
Entopy Software Lid Consulting poa☂ Company reporting, business graphics, Windowsapplicationswith Dyaiog APLW.
HMA, Consuttancy poa System design consultancy, programming. HMW speciallze Inbanking and prototyping work.
Hoekstra Systems Ltd Consultancy poa APL consultancy, programming, eto. Also UNIX systemadministration
Michael Hughes Consultancy poa Consultant with 10+ years experience with various APLinterpreters and C.
IAC/HumanInterfasesConsultancy poa_ APLon Macintosh & PC. HG! design. VDU ergonomics:EC/Health & Safety compliance.

Documentation 100-200 Online assistance, product demos & mock-ups, manual writing;foreign languagesoftware localization.
Training poz Using [-APL for courseware & distance learning materials; Macprogramming in G, APL & HyperCard.
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INFOSTROY Consultancy pea

Insight Systems Consultancy poa

JAD Software Consultancy poa
Phil Last Consultancy poa
Lescasse Consulting Consultancy poa

Mackay Kinloch Ltd Consultancy 200-400

MicroAPL Consultancy poa
Ellis Morgan Consultancy 250-500
Oasis Systems Consultancy poa

☁Object Oriented Ltd Consultancy poa.

Optima Consultancy poa

RadSys Technologies Consultancy poa
RE Time Tracker Oy Consultancy poa

Rex Swain Consultancy poa

Rochester Group Consultancy poa
Shepp & Associates Consultancy poa

Snake Istand Research tncConsultancy poa

Strand Software Consultancy poa

Sykes Systems Inc Consultancy poa

Stephen Wynn Consultancy poa

OTHER PRODUCTS
COMPANY PRODUCT PRICES(£)
Adtes Employment poa
APL-385, Typefaces poa

Moving applications betweenplatforms. CllenVserverdevelopment. MultilingualusarInterface.
Experts in APLconversions between any combination of:APL*PLUS,APL2, Dyalog APLand Sharp APL. Weare alsoexperienced right-sizars, comfortable with networks andrelational databases(that also means when NOT to use SQL)and dlienyserver developmentIn APL, C and Visual Basic.
☁Systems design and davelopment, project management,technical manuals, finanelal and actuarial expertise in APL.
APL consultancy, modelling and programming.
Acange of consultants, experts in Windowsprogramming, withAPL+Win and Dyalog APL/W. More than 100 major APLapplications already developad, Weall have additional expertisein Formula One and Delphi,
Design, analysis and programming tor banking, Insurance,financial planning and modelling, corporate performance andlegal reporting
Technical & applications consuttancy.
Business Forecasting & APLSystems.
Expertise in APLsystem design, Project management,conversion, migration,tuning; for alt APL versions.(10+ years experience)
General APL consuiting, code recycling ♥ mainframsto PC,performance tuning.
A rangeof consultants specialisingin all areas ofpharmaceutical, Industria! and financial systems with 6-15 yrsexperlenca on both PG and maintrame.
Areas ofexpertise: financial systems, risk analysis systems,healtheare systems.
APLapplication conversions, APt, Windowsinterfaces, APLto
API-levelinterfacing to any system under Windaws, TCP/IPnetwork and database connectivity.
Independent consultant, 20 years experience. Custem softwaredevelopment& tralning, PC and/or mainframe.
Specialisa In MIS using Sharp APL
APLapplications developmentand consulting, especially In the
travelindustry, especially on small computers. 25 yearsexperience in APL programming.

APLinterpreter and compiler enhancements, intrinsic functions,performance consulting. APL parallel compiler APEX Is glvingvery goodinitial performance tests with convolutlen somewhattaster tan FORTRAN.
Advice on migrating to and from all flavours of APL. andhardware platforms. Full-sereen Interface implementation, APLutiitlas, benchmarking,efficiency analysts, actuarial software,system developmenttools, valuation, pricing and modattingsystems,
Completa APLservices specialisingin audit, optimisation andconversion of APLsystems. Excellent design skills. All dialectsand platforms. 17-23 years experience.
Most experience of financial planning, and mathematical areas:☁operational research, quality control, experimental design.

DETAILS
Contractors and permanent employees
Varlants of the APL2741 typeface avallable to specification.
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Bloomsbury Software Training poa Contact the company fordetails.
ComLog Comic-Logger $25.95+p8p APL*PLUSII comic-book Inventory system. Shareware versionavailable on America OnUne.
HMW Employment poa Contractors and permanent employeesplaced,
HRH Systems APLlessons On-screeninteractive APLlessons for APL*FLUS,TryAPL2,☁Sharp and |-APL♥ in English or French.

The BBS\APL: $24pa, 703-528-7617, 1200-14400b, N-8-1, 24 hours. APL educationalmaterial is downloadabie free. An additional 30 megs of APL.
software for APL"PLUS,PLUSll, IBM, Sharp & I-APLisavailableto subscribers (cost is $24/yr). Selectionavailable ondisk for $15 post-pald.Free on-disk catalogus.

FAPL Lid An APLTutorial 3 45pp by Alvord & Thomsen☁An Encyclopaedia of APL (2dEd) 6 228ppby HelzerAPL In Social Studies 2 36pp by TrabermanL-APLInstruction Manual (2d Ed) 3 S8pp by Camacho & ZiemannAPL Programs for the Mathematics☁Classroom (Springer-Verlag) 6 485pp by ThomsonProgrammingIn J 40 7&ppby KenIversonArithmetic 12 448ppby KenIversonTangible math 8 S6pp by Ken IversonSharp APLReference Manual 42 349ppby Berry
APL Press Books poa A comprehensive selection of early APLliteraturePlease note there Is a packing chatye of £3 perorder

Casis Systems Training poa Introductory coursesin APL
Advancedcoursesfor different APL. versions

Renaissance
Data Systems Booksellers The widest range of APL booksavailable anywhere, See Vector

advertisements,
Sollton Associates MVSLINK poa Interfaca from Sharp APL (Unix & MVS} to non-APLdata and

software in the MVS environment.
ssQL poa High-performance DB2interface for Sharp APL(Unix and MVS).

OVERSEAS ASSOCIATIONS
GROUP LOCATION JOURNAL OTHER SERVICES Ann.Sub.
APLBay Area USAN.Califomia APLBUG Monthly Meetings (2nd Monday) $20
APL Club Austria Austia - Quarterly Meetings 2O0AS{indiv), 1000A5(corp)
APL Club Germany Germany APLJoumal Semi-annual meetings DM6o
Ass, Francophonepour
la promotion d☂APL France.
BACUS
Capltal PCUG
Danish SIG
Dutch APLAssoc.
FinnaPL
Romeyitaly SIG
FlusAPL.
SE APL Users Grp
SovAPL
SwedAPL
SWAPL
Swiss APL (SAUG) Bem
Toronto SIG

Belglum
Washington, D.C,
Denmark
Holland -
Helsinkl, Finland
Roma, Italy
Moscow, Russia

APL-CAM
Monitor

APU Club

Les Nouvelles d☂APL

FinnAPLNewsletter Seminars on APL.

FF350(private) FF2800 (Company)
£18 ($30)

tree
Conterences & Seminars
Monthly mestings, oceaslonal classes:

Minl-congress, APL ShareWare Initiative
100FIMiprivats), 30{studant), $000 (Co)

Seminars and Annual Meeting 100,000R(students 20,000)
Atlanta, Georgla SEAPL Newsletter Quarterly meetings $10
Obninsk, Russia
☁Sweden SwedAPL Nytt Semi-annual meetings, seminars SEK 75
Texas, USA SWAPL $18

Part of Qtly Sl-Info SF60 (SI} + SFZ0 (SAUG)
Toronto, Canada Gimme Arrays! Monthly Meetings, APL skills database,J SIG, Toronto Toolkit $25
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ADDRESSES
ORGANISATION
ADAPTASoftware GmbH

Adaptable Systems
Adaytum Software
Adtee
Ajay Askoolum
Andrews
APL-385,
APLBay Area APLBUG
APL Club Austria
APL Club Germany
The APL Group Ine
APL Solutions Inc

CONTACT
Michael Baas
Lois & Richard Hill

Douglas Rowley
Bemard Smoor
Alay Askootum
Or Anne D Wilson
Addan Smith

Curtis Jones (See)
Herald F. Nelson
Dieter Lantermann
Stuart Sawabini
Eric Landay

Association Francophone pourla promotion d'APL.
AUSCANSoftware Lid
BACUSBeautiful Systems, Ine.
Bloomsbury Software
Camacho
Ray Cannon
Paul Chapman
Causeway GraphicalSystems Lid
Cinerea AB
CODEWORKItalia srl
ComLog Software
CPCUG
Danish User GroupDinosaft Oy
Dutch APLAssociation

Dyadic Systems Lid.

Ludmila Lemagnen
Richard Procter

Joseph De Kerf
Jim Gait
Peter Day
Anthony Camacho

Adrian Smith

Rolt Komemark
Mauro Guazzo

Jeff Pedneau

☁Lynne Sturtz
Per Gjartav
Port! Kalllojarvi
Bernard Smoor (See)
Peter Donnelly

ADDRESS,TELEPHONE,FAX, EMAILetc.
Marienhoehe 86, 25451 Quickbarn, Germany Tel: +49 4108 60977
Fax: +49 4106 67869 Email: 101523.1757@compuserve.com
49 First Street, Black Rock 3193, Australia.
Tek +81 99589 5578 Fax: +61 99589 3220 Email: adsys@ibm.net
13 Great George Street, BRISTOL BSt SAR UK Tel: 0117-921 5555
Dorpsstraat 50, 4128 BZ Lexmond, Netherlands.
Tel +31 947 342 337 Fax: +31 347 342 342 Email: adfee@concepts.n|
42 Hanworth Road, Redhill, Sutey RH1 SHTTel:01737 771643 Emall: 106173.3347@compuserve.com
12 ThomyHils, Kendal, Cumbria LA9 7AL, UK Tel: 01539-731205Brook Hause,Gilling East, York YOS 44 UK.Tel: 01499-788385Fax: 01439-788194 Email: 100331.644@compuserve.com228 South 1th Steet, San Jose, CA 95112-2150, USATel: +1 (408) 292-4060 Emait: jonesca@vnetibm.com¢fo N-TECH,Siebenbrunnenfeldg. 4-8, A-1050 Wien, Austia.Tel: +43 1 5458069 Fax: +43 1 5458069-17
RhelnstraBe 23, D-89190 Walidort, Germany.Tel: +49 6227-69469 Compuserva: 100332,146+644 Danbury Road, WILTON, GT 08897 USA. Tel: +1 (209) 762-3933Fax: +t (203) 762-2108 Emall: ssawabinI @aol.com, eshaw @apigroup.com
1107 Dale Drive, Sliver Spring, MD 20910-4607 USATel: +1 (301) 589-4621 Fax: +1 (301) 589-4618 Email: elandau @cais.com

174 Boulevard de Charonne, F-75020 Pars, FRANCE
Email: lemagnen@asl.com
8 Springmount Ave, Toronto, Ontario MGH 2Y4 Canada.Tet: +1-416-651-4037 Email: jp@intariog.comWeb: hitp:jjwww.interlog.comy~rpfauscan}
Roolnberg 72, B-2570 Duffel, Belgium.Tel: +32 15 31 47 24
308 Old York Road, Suite 5, Jenkintown, PA 19046, USA.☁Tol: +1 (215) 886-2696; Fax: +1 (215) 886-4888
3-6 Alfred Placa, Bloomsbury, London WCtE 7ES UK.Tel: 0171-436 9491Fax: 0171-436 0524 Email: pd@bioomsbury-software,co.uk
11 Aubum Road, Redland, Bristol BS6 GLS UK.Tel: 0117-9730036.emall: acamacho@ cix.compulink.co.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM
21 Woodbridge Rd, Blackwater, Camberley, Surrey GU17 OBS UK
Tel, 01252-874887 Email: 100430.740 @compuserve.com
51B Lambs Condult Street, London WC1N 3NB UK.
Tek: 0171-404 5401. Compuserve: 100343,3210
☁The Maltings, Castlegate, MALTON,North Yorks YO17 CDP UK
Tel: 01653-696760 Fax: 01653-697719Emall: causeway @ compuserve.com
Box 61, S-193 00 Sigtuna, Sweden.
Tel/Fax: +46 859 255 421 Email roff@cinerea.se
Corso Cairoli 32, 10123 Torino,Italy.
Tel: +39 11 685168 Fax: +39 11 612 2652 Emait: codework @Inretett
PO Box §570, Denvood, MD 20855 USA
Tal: +1 (301) 990-7063 Email: jeff@softmed.com
Capital PC User Group, 51 Monroe Street, Suite PE-2, Hockville,Maryland 20850-2421, USA. Tel: +1 (301) 762-9372 Fax; (301) 762-9375.Emall: glertov@ibm.net
Lénnrotinkatu 21C, 00120 Halsink, FINLAND.
Tel: +358 9 70028820 Fax: +358 9 70028824 Email: dinosoft@dinosoftfi
Postbus 1341, 34308H Nieuwageln, Netherlands,Tal: +34 347 342 937 Fax +31 347 342 342
Riverside View, Basing Fload, Old Basing, Basingstoke,Hants RG24 OAL UK, Tel: 01256-811125 Fax 01256-811190
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Entropy Software Lid George MacLeod

Evestic AB Olle Evero

FinnAPL

General Software Lid M.E, Martin
Godin LondonIncorporated Gaétan Gedin

H.M.W.Trading Systems Ltd
Hoekstra Systems Lid Bob Hoekstra
HRH Systems Dick Holt
Michael Hughes
1AC/Human interfaces lan A. Clark
APL td Anthony Gamacho{for queries, order forms)

J.C Business Services(or pre-pald orders only)
IBM APLProducts Naney Whesler

(NFOSTROY Alexei Miroshnikoy
Insight Systems ApS Morten Kromberg
Iverson Software Ine. Eric Iverson
J Austria Joachim Hoffmann
JAD Sottware David Crossley
Phil Last Lid Phil Last
Lascasse Consulting Eric Lescasse
Lingo Allegro USA, Inc ☁Steven J Halasz

Mackay Kinloch Lid Alastalr Kinloch
Mercla Software Ltd. Gareth Brentnall
MicroAPL. Lid. Richard Nabavi
Ellis Morgan Ells Morgan
Oasis Systems B.V. Theo Zwart, Louis Rijkse
Object Oriented Ltd Water G, Fil
Optima SystemsLtd PaulGrosvenor

Bartrum House, Ravens Lane, Berkhamsted, Herts, HP24 Z0Y UKTet: 01442-878088 Emall: gmi@ simeorp.co.uk
Bertellusvagen 12A, S-146 88 Tullinge, SwedenTel&Fax: +46 778 4410 Emall: clle.evero @ mallbox.swipnat.se
Suomen APL-Yhdlstys RY, FinnAPL RF, PL 1005, 00101 Helsinki 10,Finfand
22 Russell Road, Northholt, Middx, UB5 4QS UK, Tel/fax: 0181-864 9537
12 Gerrard St, London, Ontario, Canada NEC 405Tel: +1 (515) 679-8290 Fax: +1 (619) 438-6381 Emall: Into@godin.on.ca
Hamilton House, 1 Temple Avenue, Victoria Embankment,London EC4Y OHA UK. Tel: 0171-363 8900;Fax: 0171-353 3325;Email:100020.2632@ compuserve.com
5 Thorsden Court, Guildford Road, Woking, Surrey, GU22 7QS UKTel: 01483-71028 Emall: bob @khamsin,demon,co.uk3802 N Richmond St, Suite 271, Arington, VA 22207 USATel: +1 (703) 528-7624; Email: dickholt@acm.org28 Rushton Road, Wibarston, Market Harborough, Leles. LE16 8GL UK.Tel: 01536-70988 Email: 101740.1203@compuserve.com
Hill End, Frosterfay, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL13 2SX UKTel: 01388-626803, Compuserve: 100021,073
11 Aubum Road, Redland,Bristol BS8 6LS UK. Tel: 0117-9760036email: acamacho@clx.compulink.co.uk Reutemet (Sharp): ACAM56 The Crescant, Milton, Weston-super-Mare, Avan, 8522 BDU UKTel: 01934-625181
APLProducts, IBM Santa Teresa, Dept M48/D12, 556 Balley Avenue,SanJose CA 95141, USA.Tel: +1 (408) 463-APL2 (=2752)Fax: +1 (408) 483-4488 Emall: APL2@vnat.lbm.com Cserve: GO IBMAPL2
3S. Tulonin Lane,St Petersburg 191186 Russia,Teli+7 812 912-2679 Fax:+7 812 341-2184 Emailalm@infostroy.spb.suNordre Strandve] 1496, DX-9150 Hellebeek, DenmarkTel:-45 49 76 20 20 Fax: +45 4976 20 30 Email info@Insightdk
33 Major Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2K9Tel: +1 (416) 925-6096; Fax: +1 (416) 488-7559 Emalt: info@jsoftware.com
Minzgrabenst, 68, A-8010 Graz, Austria. Tel:+43 (0)316 814520Fax: +49 (0)318 816689 Emall: JoHo@ping.at580 Eyer Orive, #81 Pickering, Ontario, Canada L1W S87Tel: +1 (905) 897-1895 Fax: +1 (905) 831-5172148 CrossbrockStreet, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 UY UK.☁Tel: 01992 633807 Fax: 0121 359 0375 Emall: phil_last@eompuserve.com18 ruedela Bella Feullle, 92100 Boulogne, France Tel: +33.1.46.05.10.76Fax: +33.1.48.04.60,23 Emall: eric@lescasse.com
1105 Chicago Avenue,Suite 158, Oak Park, IL 60302, USA.Tel:+1 708 386 8183 Email: slhalasz@interaccass.com
519 Webster's Land, Edinburgh EH1 2AX,Scotland, UK☁TelFax/Answerphone: 0131 228 3580 Pager/Voicemall: 01426 98 3858Email; Alastair_Kinloch @ compuserve.com
Holt Court North, Heneage Street West, Aston Science Park, BirminghamB74AX UK,Tal; 0121-359 5098, Fax: 0121-359 0975
South Bank Technopark, 90 London Road, LONDON SE1 6LN UKTel: 0171-922 8866 Fax: 0171-928 1008Emall; MicroAPL@microapl.demon.co.uk
Myrtle Farm, Winchester Road, Stroud, Petersfield, Hants GU92 SPE UK.Tet: 01730-263843 Email; Ellis@ mrttirm.demen.co.uk
Lekstraat 4, 2433 ZB Nleuwegeln, Holland Tel: +31 30 60 66 336Fax: +31 90 60 65 844 Email: oasisbv@pinet or zwart@oasis.nt
☁Am Grendel 2, CH-6004 Luzem,Switzerland. Tel: 41 41 418 7070Fax: 41 414187077 Emall; info@abject-oriented.com115 Brighton Road,Purley, Surtey CR8 4HE UKTal: 0181-763 2490 Fax: 0181-763 2491Email: 1005511401 @compuserve.com
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RadSys Technologies AB Randolph Schrab

Renaissance Data Systems Ed Shaw
RE Time Tracker Oy Richard Eller

TheRochester Group Inc, Flobert Pullman
Romefitaly SIG Marlo Sacco

RusAPL Boris Makeey

SE APL Users Group John Manges:

Shepp & Associates LLG Andrew Shepp

☁Snake Island Research Inc Bob Bemecky

SOCAL(South Calitomia) Roy Sykes Jr
Soliton Associates Lautie Howard
SovAPL Alexander Skomorokhov
Strand Software Inc Anne Faust
Rex Swaln Rex Swain
SwedAPL Christer Uithielm
☁Swiss APL User Group
Sykes SystemsInc RoySykesJr
Toronto SIG Alchard Procter
Stephen Wynn
Zark Incorporated Gary A. Bergquist

Lovsangarv. 18, S-756 52 Uppsala, Sweden,Tel: 46 1892 41 53Fax: +46 708 1996 11 Email:100864,2544@compuserve.comPO Box 421, Georgetown, CT 06982, USA. Tel: +1 (203) 270-9728
Mikonkatu 8 A, 2.krs, PL 363, 00101 Helsinks, Finland.Tal: +358 9-621 9300 Fax +358 9-621 3378 Email: ra@ret.tl
50 S.Union St,, Rochester NY 14607-1828, USA.Tal: not known. Fax: +1 (716) 271-1230Casella Postale 14343, 00100-Roma Trullo, ItalyEmall: marsac@vnetibm.combox 971 (for Makeev), Dmnitrovskoe Sh,,2, 127434, Moscow, RussiaTelfax: +7 95 210-7783 Emall; makeev@atomai.x-atom.net
413 Comanche Trall, Lawrenceville, GA 30044, USATel: +1 (770) 972-4755. Emall: seapldoc@aol.com
4312 Washington Avenue, 6th Floor St. Louls MO 63103, USATel: +4 (914) 621-9272 Fax: +1 (314) 621-4267UK Address: Claridge House, 29 Bames High St, London SW13 9LWTel: 0181 8768668 Fax: 0181 876866018 Fifth Street, Ward's Island, Toronto, Ontarfo MSJ 289 CanadaTel: +1 (416) 203-0854 Fax: +1 (416) 203-6999Email: bemnecky@eecg.toronto.edu
Sykes Systems Inc, 4649 Willens Ave, Woodland Hills,CA 91364-3812 USA Tel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250Soliton Associates Ltd, Groot Blankenberg 53,1082 AC Amsterdam, NetherlandsTel: +31 20 646 4478 Fax: +31 20 644 1206 Emall:sales@soltton.com
PO Box5061, Obninsk-5,Kaluga Reglon,RussiaTel: +7(08438)31463 Email:askom2@ kaluga.rosmall.com
49235 Covington Court, Shorewood MN 55331 USATel: +1 (612) 470-7345 Email: amfaust@aol.com
4 South Street, Washington, CT 06783 USA,Tel: +1 (860) 868-0131Fax: +4 (860) 868-9970 Email: mswaln @acm.org
Novator Consulting Group AB, Svardvaigen 11C,S-182 33 DanderydSwedenTel: +46 8 622 63 50 Fax: +48 8 622 63 51 CSarve: 100341,404Swiss APL User Group, CH-001, Bem 1, SwitzertandEmail: si@ifLunizh.ch
4649 Willens Ava., WoodlandHills, CA 91364, USATel: +1 (818) 222-2759 Fax: +1 (818) 222-9250
PO Box55,Adelalde St. Post Oifice, Toronto Ontarlo MSC 2H8, CanadaEmall: fjp@Interlog.com www.sigapLminiake.com/sigapljwelcome.himt8 Clarenca Gardens, Brighton, Sussex BN1 2EGTel: 01273-927238 Emalt: centre@mistal.co.uk
23 Ketchbrook Lane,Ellington CT 06029, USA, Tel: +1 (880) 872-7806
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WORLD WIDE WEBSITES
ORGANISATION
AFAPL
APL2000
APL-385,
The APL Group Inc
AUSCAN
Capital PC User Group
Causeway
CODEWORK
COSY(Bob Armstrong)
Dinosott Oy
Dyadic Systems Ltd
FinnAPL
Godin London Inc
IBM APL2
Infostroy
Insight Systems ApS
Jverson Software inc.
Kestrel Consulting
Lescasse Consulting
LingoAllegro USAInc
Mackay Kinloch Ltd
MIcroAPL Ltd
RETime Tracker Oy
Shepp & Associates
SIgAPL
Rex Swaln
The APLGroupinc
Toronto SIG
Jim Welgang

FTP SITES
ORGANISATION
IBM APL2
Toronto toolkit
Watarloo Archive
APL-to-ASCII

URL
www.ensmp.{r/~schererflangley (Journal available on line)
wew.APL2000.com
wwwdemon.co.uljaplags
www.aplgroup.com
www.interlog.com/~ripfauscan:
bttpifepeug.org
wwew.causeway.co.uk
swww.codework.de
www.cosy.com
hitp:y/yritys.kolumbusfifdinosoft
weew.dyadic.com
dttp;fpersonal.eunetfi/pp/ap!
www.godin.com
yw.torolab.ibm.corvap/api/apl2.himl
wwwInsight.dk/intostray
www.Insight.dk
www|sottware.com
wwkestrel-consulting.com
www.lescasse.com
www.lingo.com
ourworld,compuserve.cor/homepages/Alastair_Kinloch
wwwmicroapl.co.uk
www.ret
www.digitravel.com
www.aem.org/sigap!
Wwww.ponet.comy-rmswain
wew.aplgroup.com
www.sigapl.minlake.comysigaplwelcome.htm!
wwwchilton.comy-jimw

DOMAIN NAME
ps.boulder.Ibm.conyps/productsyapl2/
800 Toronto SIG home page
archlve.uwaterloo.ceytiparchflanguagesjapt
archive.uwaterlen.ca/languages/apl/workspaces/aplascil
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 EDUCATION
VECTOR

The Josephus Problem Generalized in J
by Howard A. Peelle (hapeelle@educ.umass.edu)

THE

Programs for the generalized Josephus problem and variants are presented
usingJ.

Introduction
The Josephus problem is a classic mathematical problem which has been
portrayedin various guises and has been programmedin various languages (see
[1]), typically for an assignment in computerscience. It supposedly originated in
the first century when 41 trapped rebels stood in a circle and, rather than be
captured,sacrificed every third person remaining. Flavius Josephusanda friend
apparently were the two survivors[2]. The question is: where did they stand
(indexedfromthestart position)?
The problem invites generalization in two variables: N, the numberof people to
start with; andK, the interval for killing. Simulations can be programmedeasily;
for instance, from [3]:

js =: jas (4: + #07 - [)
For example, the original case above:

3 js {44
15 30 NB. Survivors

K js i.N works for any integer N when K=2 but not for N<K-1 when K>2;
therefore, Kajs\ 1.N yields a pattern of results only for K=2. Degenerate case 1
js i.Nis empty (correctly) and o js i.N is empty (but should be {.). When
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K<0, the Josephus problem can beinterpreted askilling in the opposite direction,
which can be mappedinto positive K cases: ({K) js (-K<O)|.1.Ne«k .
Accordingly, all programs here are defined for K>0 and with N>0 in mind,
although mostwill work for any integer N, where:

K js i.-NisN - =:K js Ii.N.
The following simulation program accommodates any positive integers K and N
(including degenerate cases), and uses input indices for convenience:

US ce: faa: (<: #) ari.

3 dS 41 NB. Kill every ard of 41
15 30 NB. Survivors (origin 0)

K JS >:1.N simulations produceresults generally useful for analyzing patterns.
Analytic solutions, however, are rare. A nice closed form solution for K=2 exists:
representN in binary, rotate the first digit onto the end, and decodethe binary
representation. The following function (from [4] and derivedin [2]) accomplishes
this:

Josephus =: 1&}. & #:

For example:
Josephus ai NB, Kill every 2nd of 41

19 NB. Survivor (Origin 1)
An alternativeis:

Josephus =: (- -.) 6 #:
Unfortunately, neither lends an obvious generalization for K>2. Instead,
recurrence relations have been proffered for K=3 and for K>1 in [2 pages 80-81],
as well as for K=2 in [5 page 76] and [3 page 11]. Other non-recursive solutions,
such asin [3 page 12] for K=2, apparently haven☂t been generalized.

The General Josephus Problem
The generalized Josephus problem is restated here as follows:

For N people ina circle, if every Kth remaining personis successively killed,
what were the original positions of the K-1 survivors?
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Hereis a simple recursive program to solve this problem:
k=: C
n=]
d=: (n | k + (2 <:}) ' (i,@n} @ >

Examples:
2044

18 NB. Origin 0
3 P41

15 30

a F44136 10 4
Results of K g"0 >:1.N replicate (albeit inefficiently) K JS"0 >:i.N
simulations.

General Josephus Problem Variants
A commonvariant of the General Josephus problem continuesthe killing until
no one remains and reportsall killed in order, as in [6]. The following simulation
program doesthis recursively:

JO =: ({:@f. , k JO }s@].) ' n B (#On «<: 41:}

For example:
3 JO fat NB, Order of killing

2.5 8 44 14 17 20 23 26 29 32 395 38 O 4 9 13 18 22 27 31
$6 G0 6 12 19 25 33 39 7 16 28 37 10 24 4 24 3 34 15 30

Or,to report when each person waskilled, use the inverse permutation:

/: 3 J0 i.ua NB, When each killed
43°35 0 37 14 123 29 2 45 33 3 24 16 4 39 30 5 17 25 6 36

18 7 34 26 8 19 31 9 4O 20 10 27 38 14 21 32 12 28 22

A simpler variant of the General Josephus problem reports only thelast survivor,
as in [2]. This can be accomplished easily using the previous program. For
example:

4: 3 d0 i.44
a0
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OtherVariants
Now consider someothervariants of the General Josephusproblem.First:

For N peoplein a circle,if the first of every K remaining peopleis successively
killed, what were the original positions of the K-1 survivors?

A simulation program for this problem is:
jie: he, G4.
OS1 =: fi ar (<r #) as_ i

Examples:
2 J8i ai47
3 JS1 4413 28
4 JS4 41337 44

Comparing results of K JS1"0 >:1.N with K J"o »>:i.N reveals that Js1 is
>:@(J <:) forN>K-lori.@(<: <:)~ , >:@(J <:) in general.
Next, a complementary variant(for K>1):

For N peopleina circle,if all but the first of every K remaining people are
successively killed, what was the original position of the last survivor?

A simulation program for this is JS_1 =: jii a: (#@] > 4s) a:_ i. where
Jet =: }.,4.01.
Better yet, here is a closed form solution to this problem:

2 C
  

k=
n=
J.1 =: mod * (k (* - power) n%mod) % <:@k

power =: k a >:@<.@A,
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Examples:
2 d_1 44

igs

3 di 41
24

& Ji. ua
12

Finally, another related variant:
For N people in circle, if all but the Kth remaining person are successively
killed, what wasthe original position ofthe last survivor?

Readers are welcometo help solve this problem and to provethe correctness of
the programsgiven here.
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J-ottings 14
by Norman Thomson

THINK, REASON, EXPRESS was Bill McLean's plea as he struggled to
understand the verb malt, standing for ☜merge alternate☝, which appearedin J-
ottings 13. Hereis howit was given there:

malt=./:@,&(i.@#){, NB. merge x. and y. using alternate elements

In Bill☂s view, J strings with thirteen characters in the definition do not lend
themselves to easy reading, a view with which ] would concur! malt thus breaks
what for me is an implicit rule that a tacit function definition which exceeds
about sevento eight characters should be broken downinto subsidiary verbs. Atleast this is a rule which should be observedif there is any expectation that the
verb definition should bereadily intelligible to a reader with a sound knowledge
of the primitive J verbs. Thereis a close parallel with words in English. A new or
neologised seven or eight letter word ought to be intelligible to, or at leastpronouncable on sight by, a native speaker, whereas twelveor thirteen lettersusually force such a reader to hesitate in piecing together the word☂s basicconstruction. I excuse myself concerning malt because it was used as anauxiliary verb in solving a larger problem. However it furnishes a goodillustration of the principle of ☜think, reason, express☝, and in my view thereby
deserves further discussion.
First the problemitself is that of merging two vectors (not necessarily of equallength) with items taken alternately from eachso that, for example, the merge of12 3 4ands 6isi 5 2 6 a 4, ☜Think☝ and ☜reason☝ might appearto besynonyms ♥ I use the former to describe understanding a problem in terms
unrelated to the intended programming language, whereas thelatter is about
matching the details of the problem to, in this case,the constructs of J. A suitableset of synonymsmightbe ☜analyse, model, communicate☝,
So let☂s think! It would be reasonable to glue the vectors together as 1 2 3 4 §6 and then seek an algorithm for the ordered indices which define the merge.(No mention of ] as yet!) Nowlet☂s reason. ☜Glue☝ is modelled by ☜join☝ andindexing by ☜from☝. The latter is clearly the central operation, following twopreliminary data transformations, one (on the right) a join, and the other (on theleft) the algorithm which producesthe correct indexes. This generic form is whatI think Donald McIntyrerefers to as ☜the ubiquitous fork☝. Since two of the
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present operations are primtives in J, encouragement can be taken from the fact
that two-thirds of the work is already done:
malt=.mselect { ,

This leaves only the subordinate verb mse lect to be designed. Once again, think.
Theresult of gluing two index vectors of the same lengths as the data vectorsis a
vector containing somewherewithin it two 0s which matchthefirst pair of items
in the merged vector, two 1s matching the next pair, and so on. Thusfar no J.
Now reason ♥ gluing takes place following a preliminary transformation on
each vector, the classic circumstance in which to use ☜with☝ (). The
transformation from vectorto index vectoris ☜tally then index☝, so define

ivector=. i. G#
andthe gluingis then

ijoin=,,& ivector
The final step exploits the way in which grade-up works with ties, namely by
counting them from left to right occurrences, which leadsto the index selection
verb
mselect=./:@ijoin

So combining everything, the analysis and subsequent modelling is expressed by
malt=.mselect { ,
mselect=./:Gijoin
ijoins.,& ivector
ivector=.1.@#

With hindsight, J has proved an excellent medium in which to embody theprinciple of THINK, REASON,EXPRESS.
Of course, when malt becomespartof a larger algorithm it is not unreasonable
to reduce the numberof subordinate verbs in the manner given in J-ottings 13
and the start of this article. With this in mind, it is instructive to consider the
nergealgorithm given in J Phrases, viz:

mMerge=.41 :'/; /3@(x."_)4,?
First this is an adverb, and secondly the definition is explicit. Nevertheless the
final two-thirds are identical to malt, namely {,. As for the rest, the purpose is to
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generalise matters to allow the merge to be determined bya left argument such
aso 0 1 4 0 0 which would lead toa solution1 2 5 6 3 4 for the example
vectors above.
Next, consider the verbs over and by which are given as ☜black boxes☝ at an
early stage of the Introduction and Dictionary:
over=.({.3}.)@":8,by=.' '6;0,.@C,.]
Tabet by 12 4 4 over i.3 4

 

both of whichfall well outside my seven/eight character comprehensibility limit,
and could beaccused ofgivingatleast an initial impression of what Don Mattern
calls ☜comic book invective☝. It is instructive to reverse engineer these verbs into
a ☜think, reason, express☝ sequence.
The objective of over is to attach numeric column headings to a matrix, and so
ultimately each headed columnhasto be presented, suitably formatted, in the
form of two vertically aligned boxes. Thusfar, no J. Now reason.Join and format
are primitives which should be executedin that order, hence

 

join_fmtd= 8,
123 4 join_fmtd i.3 4

12 3 4
o1 2 38
45 6 7
8910 14

$12 3 4 join_fmtd i.g 4
4g

In J, when one or more of a pair of joined objects has rank more than 1, the
objects are displayed in a vertical stack. Now exploit the knowledge that ☜link☝
(;) automatically boxes objects. In the present instance the column headers and
table body should be boxed separately following thejoin, that is, two boxes are
required, one for the head, and the other for the tail. This leads to another
instance of a fork:

boxes=.{.;}.
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boxes 12 3 4 join_fmtd i.3 4

This operation mustfollow join_fmtd in sequence,leading to
overs, boxes @ join_fmtd
boxes=.{.5}.
join_fmtd=.":@,

 

Thefact that the boxes are side by side rather than vertically stacked does not
matter since the verb by will complete the alignment process.
The main purpose of by is to add the row headings which may be either
character or numeric. This stage must deal with the extra complexity of the ☜top-
left-corner cell☝ which characterises data presented with row and column
headers. On the assumption thatthis cell is occupied with empty space,it should
be boxed and appended to a second box containing the row headings, and the
result of this appended columnwiseto the result of over. Once again,thisis all
thinking/analysis, no J yet. Next the reasoning stage. Thepicture at the end of
the thinking stage is two boxed two-item colummns,the leftmost containing space
and row headers, and the rightmost column headers and the table body. The
correct display is an itemwise append of these objects which is given by append
items ,. . The underlying generic form is the same as in malt, namely a fork
whosecentral operation is ☜append items☝, and in which two-thirds of the work
is doneby primitives, leaving the enlargement ofthe row headeroutstanding as
a subproblem:

by=.enlarge_rowhdr ,. ]
The enlargement of the row headerwith space is also modelled by append items
»+ , (a simple join would result in an object whosetally is r+1 where r is the
numberof rows), and, as in over, the definition of link guarantees the required
boxing. Itemwise appending should be done ☜with☝link, that is using ☜with☝ («)
in its technical J sense:
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space_append=.' '&;9,.
space_append 'abc!

When space_appendis integrated into the verb by, the row header becomesthe
left argument, and so enlarge_rowhdris simply space_append sitting atop [
with the right argumentnot involved:

☁abc! (space_append@() 1.3 4

The expressionof the reasoned definitionis thus:
by=.space_append@e ,. J
space_append=.' '6;@,,

In the ☜black-box☝definition of by, the implied bracketing is
overs. (({.5}.)8": }@,
by=.(' '43@,.)00),.]

on account of the rule that conjunctions have long left scope, that is, in the
absence of parentheses, the occurrenceofthefirst verb to the right of say @ forces
a composition. In over as developed above, boxes sits atop the composition of
join and format, whereas in the ☜black-box☝ version, the composition of boxes
and formatis atop join. Since theseparticular verbs obey anassociative law, that
is (f¢g)@h is equivalent to f¢(g@h), the two versions of over are functionally
identical.
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linked to, its web page (www.torontoapl.org).
Vector 14.3 will carry a full directory listing of the CD, with abstracts of papers
whereavailable.
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APL97 AT TORONTO
Conference Report

by Duncan Pearson and Adrian Smith

Opening Address (Ian Sharp)
This talk was for many the highlight of the conference, probably mostfor the wit,
poise and excellent comic timing of lan Sharp. Using the parallel of the pocket
knife he attacked the tendency of the writers of interpreters to add ☜useful☝
features to what was a simple elegant tool and made a proposition that each
major newfeature, each extra blade on the knife, halved its market, even though
the new ☜improved☝version was fully ☜upwardly compatible☝ with the old.

He may have had a point and his
speech wasvery well received, perhaps
by many who had been programming
in 2nd generation APL too long to
remember quite how painful some
things could be without the benefit of
nested (or boxed)arrays.

☜Remember ♥ every time you add a
newfeature to your product, you
reduceits potential market by half.☝

Perhaps the less well remembered part
of his talk was about the role of the
refrigerator withits post-it notes, rather
than the television, as the family
information centre. He pointed out that
a great deal of what wesee as advanced

Ian Sharp with an OBPK computing and user-interface
techniques have been going on in

people☂s kitchens for many years already, such as overlapping windows andgarbagecollection (on notes) using a complicated combination of least-recently-
used and time-expired algorithms.  
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Dyalog APL Socket Programming
This was a workshopusing the one laboratory of networked PCs. Peter Donnelly
introduced sockets and TCP/IP in the context of the Dyalog APL
implementation whichis well integrated into their GUI object/ message structure
with socket objects of different types and events occurring on them, to which
callback functions can be attached. Sockets on different ports, which might be
implementing different interfaces to the same data, would have the functions
specific to each interface as callbacks on the events of the sockets for that
interface. The event functions might themselves reside in the namespace of the
socket. This contrasts with the J approach which provides a very thin cover on
the socket API through a foreign conjunction, and a numberof coverfunctions to
simplify most of the standard tasks. The J approach might providea finer control
but it would be easier for the tyro to get going with the Dyalog implementation
as we saw from thesuccessofthe exercises.

 
Peter Donnelly giving his Workshop

Everyone ran through a series of exercises that developed through two
interpreters on the same machine passing text messages to each other, to
interpreters on separate machines exchanging APL arrays. The pace of the
exercises was well judged with very few users falling behind and with plenty for
the more adventurous to get their teeth into. There were few of the technical
glitches that have dogged this kind of event in the past and the whole thing
seemed to run very smoothly.
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Bob Bernecky ♥ APEX Compiled APL
In this talk Bob went through the reasons for compiling APL and then described
someof the techniques that he uses to provide improvements in execution time.
The main reason for the whole exercise being speed Bob wentinto just what
takes the time in normal APLexecution. From runtime analysis of the Sharp APL
timeshare system and from other studies he gavestatistics that only a quarter of
all time taken was spent in the primitive functions and that the rest was
distributed between syntax analysis, argument conformance checking and
memory allocation. The one surprise to those who havenot attended one of Bob's
talks is that in nearly all APL systems, whether they are well or badly written,
the majority of code is working on one- or two-element arrays and that the
standard argument for APL, that the interpreter overhead is compensated for by
the small amountof interpretation relative to work done, is simply notvalid in
reality.
The second and to me moreinteresting part of the talk concentrated on someof
the techniques used to reduce the time taken in not only the syntax analysis but
also in the conformance checking and memory allocation, and even in some cases
by the useof clever optimisations in the execution. The APEX compiler works on
a self-contained unit of code, usually a function andits sub-functions, for which
the inputs and outputs are known. It analyses codein files in the APLASCII
WorkspaceInterchange Format(. wi f). It determines for each noun in the system
as muchinformation aboutit as it can, for each stage in the process. If on one line
a variable is assigned a permutation of an index vector using deal on equal
arguments, then on subsequentlines where that variable appears the rank and
datatype are known,provided that there are no branchesof execution in between
the assignmentand theuse.If the assignment used a constant argument to the
deal then not only is the rank but also the shape known. This allows pre-
allocation of memory. If the fact that it is a permutation vector is also carried
forward and a subsequentuseofthe vectoris to sort it, then an optimised single-
pass sort that uses a pigeon-hole technique can be used providing further
reductions in execution time.
These methodsare obviously heavily dependent on being certain of the possible
execution paths through the code and muchof the work that Bob has doneis in
this area where heusesstate-of-the-art analysis to determinethis as reliably as
possible.
The outputof the analysis of the APL is not machine code, nor even C, but SISAL
which is a language optimised for parallel execution on multi-processor
machines.Thisin its turn generates C which is compiled into the object code. The
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opening plenary at APL95 was given by the leader of the SISAL project at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. For those compiling APL, speed is obviously
important and to such people the best use of multi-processor machinesis likely
to be a significant requirement.

Ken Iverson and Roger Hui ♥ The Mathematical Roots ofJ
This talk, particularly the secondhalf, wasfor me the highlight of the conference.
Ken and Roger did a double act with Ken on the foils doing most of the talking
and with Roger on the keyboard interjecting with more detail and providing
interesting examples using the new J Version 3.05.

I had expected an abstruse talk on the
domain theory underlying the J syntax
but in fact the talk was more about the
way in which APL and J have their
conceptual roots in mathematical ideas
and notation. The talk had the title it
did because nearly all of the examples,
especially the more detailed ones, were
from J. One explanation that stuck in
my headillustrates these roots well.
The constant verb, which to a
programmer seems a_ superfluous
thing, is seen in context when
considering for example the third
derivative of a cubic which, despite
being constant,is still a function.

 
Thetalk was wide ranging and covered
the main explanatory areas of the
dictionary pretty much in order. There

were explanations of the intrinsic ambivalence of all J verbs, the cap, the fork
(covering also the dyadic case which was missed in Donald MacIntyre☂s talk at
APL96)and also the way in which verbs act on arrays using rank, including an
explanation of cells frames and atoms. There was a diversion into history to
discuss the etymology of matrix and vector and then a discussion of roots of
unity at which point Roger said that he had some examples. He dazzled us with
some neat expressions demonstrating the isomorphism of the group of seventh
roots under multiplication to iota 7 under + mod 7. Ken then went onto give an
explanation of Dual andits similarity to matrix operations involving transpose
andinverse.

Ken and Roger
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After some more examples from Roger we moved into the seriously mathe-
matical realm ofStirling numbers,coefficients of the Taylor expansion ♥ which I
thought was extremely well explained, and Fibonacci numbers. About here J got
a little lost but I retained a feeling that my time had been well spent and that J
was supremely well suited to supporting the teaching of mathematics in high
schools.It is good that this market is now being explored by Strand andISI.

John Scholes ♥ Dynamic Functions
The use of dynamic functions has been explained in Vector already after they
madetheir appearance at APL96 soI will not go into the details here. John gave
us some of the background, explaining how he had caught the functional
programming bug and had dreamedof incorporating the techniques into APL.He gave some simple examples of the syntax and demonstrated recursion and
also the use of tail recursion to simulate looping. He has put the same
optimisation into Dyalog APL as appears in Scheme and many other LISP
dialects. If the last line of a dynamic function is a call to itself, after which no
more work needsto be donein the function, then the function need notcreate anewlevel of the stack, but merely take its arguments back up to the beginning
again. This and the lexical scoping, whereby free variables are bound at
definition time rather than at execution time, show the roots of dynamic
functions in functional programming and LISP. The next thing that John must
implementto hook us completely, is execution on demand and thusinfinitelists.

Eric Iverson ♥ Java and J
Eric's talk, falling as it did at the end of the conference, provided the cream onthe bread and butter pudding. He gave a simple and immediately under-standable explanation of the underlying internet technology, the best I haveheard, and then went into what Java wasall about. It is best perhapsto givesome quotations.
On HTTP and HTML:

+ ☜Like the best magic it relies on the simplesttrick☝
+ ☜It is an OBPK☝ (which turned outto be Ian Sharp☂s One-Blade Pocket Knife)  
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On Java:
+ ☜Java is not an OBPK.It has fork, spoon, kitchen sink, hot and cold running

coffee ♥ | LOVE it!☝
+ ☜Ithas all of the drawbacks of a compiled language andall the drawbacks of

an interpreted languageall rolled into one small neat package.☝
+ ☜There are 100s and 1000s of Java books out there whichare all the same apart
from a few short sentences.☝

 

Eric Iverson on HTML
Having warmed the audience up suitably he could do no wrong and so he
moved on to the main body of the talk. He demonstrated how to build a web
page thattook a J expression from a field and displayed the result of executing in
another field. When the example workedhe nearly got a standing ovation.

Conclusion
In summary it was a very worthwhile conference full of interesting talks. The
facilities were adequate to the task and well worth the low costof the conference.
If they organised another I would probablybe there.
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Mostly on OpenGL
by Adrian Smith

Conference Roundup
See above! This was the best APL conference 1 have been to, when rated on the
yardsticks of value for money, facilities and organisation. It was packed withuseful stuff, scheduled tightly over 3 days and run by the Toronto team with acareful eye on the budget and cash flow. They not only charged Vector $25 (thegoing rate) for the photos available ☁over the counter☂ on thefinal afternoon, butoffered to mail us the extras taken that day ☜for a few dollars more☝. I am surethey made money, and I hope secured the future of their APL interest group for
many years to come ♥ very well done!

 

TheFirst-floor Landing at Ryerson during Coffee Break
l also enjoyed lan Sharp☂s openingtalk, and I find myself increasingly on the sideof the Luddites when it comes to the APL2 extensions to his original one-bladedpenknife that was VS APL.I think that if we had added rank, control structuresand strings to the original definition back in 1976 we mightstill be up withPascal and C++ as mass-market languages. I particularly appreciated theexchange between Ian and Jim Brown whopointed out that IBM had extendedthe penknife concept to something more general purpose, that would cut paper,twine, etc. etc. Ian added (almostsotte voce) ☜... and Sequoia trees☝ which prettywell sumsit up for me.  
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Chris Burke on OpenGL Programming
Chris gave a very thorough introduction to the OpenGL concepts, and worked
carefully through many of the sample scripts which are shipped with the J
product. Howeverhe wascareful to point out that the OpenGLcalls are available
to any Windowsproduct, so there is no reason why you should not doall this
stuff in APL+Win or Dyalog APL. All they have provided in J is a ☁foreign
conjunction☂to streamlinethe interface.

 

Cliff Reiter with Chris Burke

Background to OpenGL
☜Silicon Graphics☝ is a company whichstarted as a purveyorof high-end special
effects to the movie and advertising industry. They gradually accreted a library
of functions for creating near-realistic images of geometric objects;initially these
required enormously expensive and powerful Unix workstationsto be effective,
butthe Intel platforms are catching up fast and so Silicon Graphics licensed the
libraries to Microsoft for shipping with Win95 and NT. They are well
demonstrated by several of the 32-bit screen-savers suchas☁Pipes☂.
J provides a very direct interface (Chris recommended that you buy the OpenGL
Programmer's Guide, Addison Wesley, 0-201-46138-2) whichis at the samelevel as
that offered to C programmers but mucheasier to experiment with, as you can
try things outand seetheresults on the fly. Naturally, J also hides boring things
like data-type conversions so you canbe thatlittle bit less fussy aboutthe exact
function arguments.
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WhyBother?
Chris gave three reasons:

{a) to havea lot of fun
(b) to render 3D graphics well. OK, you can donice tiled mesh surfaces in J

already, but these look blotchy withouttheartificial mesh, and they render
poorly on monochromedevices (like printers). Higher resolution just adds
processing andyieldsa finer degree of blotch! You also can neversolve tricky
problemslike hiding the axes correctly when rendering a complex surface.
Probably youjust give up andbox theentire graphic.

(c) Many fewerstepsare required for smooth surfaces. OpenGLhassplines built
in, and the system defaults work well for you under mostcircumstances.

Interfaces at several levels
Chris started by showing the workings of OpenGL at the lowest level using
functionslike:

glColor ♥ atleast inJ you just need oneoftheseforall sensible arguments
gluSphere ♥ things beginning glu are OpenGLutilities which bundle
many commandsintoa singlecall
glare ♥aJ interface addition to create a ☜render context☝

So you can openthe supplied script and experiment with simple line drawings
such as:

glreset
wd Formdef NB. a normal J window
giare
wd 'show;ontop!
giClearColor 0 0 1 NB. Red Green Blue (0-1)
giClear GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT
glSwapBuf fers NB Now it goes blue!

Question ♥ what affects which buffer? Not absolutely clear, but updates seem tomerge with the ☁back☂ buffer, for example if we swop buffers again the windowstays blue! Experimentation is probably the best course ♥ as a last resort readthe book!
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NB. red triangle
glBegin GL_POLYGON

glVertex 100
glVertex 010
glVertex 100

giEnd
As you can see, this involves learning a lot of new vocabulary and a script
stacked with the kind of capitalised constants beloved of C programmers.
However once you have made your simple shape you can get OpenGL to
manipulateit.
Rotations can be nicely handledin J, particularly given the concept of function
rank. You start with glLoadIdentity to set the current transformation to the
unit matrix then use a ☁rotation☂ function (rank-1) to make for easy XYZ rotations.
Similarly you should define givertex etc. as rank-1 so that they can take a
matrix of point co-ordinates and iterate automatically over the rows.

Working with OpenGLUtilities
DisplayLists are a key component of OpenGL ♥ effectively they store a preset
sequence of canned commands which are partially compiled and execute much
more efficiently than the same commandsrun over and overagain. Probably you
would usesucha list for initialisation, then only change the elements that matter
at each run. Chris demonstrated with a list to draw a dodecahedron, render the
faces in random colours, light it from different viewpoints and so on.
Movingthings around is where you canreally scramble yourbrain! Chris started
with the dodecahedron atthe origin and showed how to move the viewpoint
around a notional sphere at various distances from the object (of course you can
also see it from the inside if you go in close enough). Howeveryoucantranslate
and rotate the object too, and it sensibly spins about its local axes. As Chris
amply demonstrated, if you try moving the viewpoint aroundat the same time
as spinning and translating the object, you get some spectacular effects and
completely lose any perception of which wayis up!

Summary
Obviously, most of what OpenGL doesis visual, and noteslike this fail to do it
justice. 1 suppose the thing which has been bugging mesince Toronto is ☜OK,but
what wouldI useit for?☝. I don☂t make heavy useof spinning polyhedra, andif I
need a photo-realistic image I can use a 35mm camera and a £600 scanner. J do
need quality businessandstatistical graphics, but mostly I can represent the data
better with a collection of simple 2D charts. The time taken to calculate and
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render anything other than the simplest scenes rules this technology out for any
kind of interactive animation ♥ such as allowing the user to spin your tower
chart around ♥ so weare left with the maths community who wantto visualise
the complex shapes that emerge from their equations. Is this really such a big
advance from a good wireframe or open mesh surface? It would be great to have
an opportunity to play with this stuff, but to hark back to Chris☂sinitial set of
bullet points, the only honest answer to why bother would be ☜(a) to havealot of
fun☝. 1 would love to be proved wrong.

 

A Flavour of APL97
photographs by Richard Proctor

Workshops

 Eric Lescasse on Object-oriented Chris Lee on User-defined
Programming Classes in APL+Win  
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More Workshops...  
Chris Lincoln & Son Richard Brown, Roger Hui with

Jim Lucasin the background

 Timo Laurmaa with his Web server
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Relaxing...

 

Jim Brownplays Guitar

 

Alan Grahamalso ...

 
COSYin the Snug at McVeighs
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Time to do some Real Work...

 
The Adaytum Team Reflecting
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APLand Nested Arrays - a Dream for
Statistical Computation

by Alan Sykes and Tom Stroud

Introduction
Many papers have been produced in the last 10 or more years in the APL
community extolling the virtues of APLfor statistical computing so whyanother

 

Alan Sykes

'F.L1'Qwe'Poly' (¥ X)(o
('Fseyle'o)('Fillcol' 255 0

one? Such papers have rightly stressed
APL☂sarray-handling operations, the use
of user-defined operators, the often
transparent flow from mathematical
notation to APL's equivalent
computational notation, together with
specific tools with a statistical bent, like
the dyadic domino.
Nested arrays howeverfigure relatively
little in this. Of course the current
Windows-oriented computing medium
means that a function☂s argument could
be, for example, a list of properties of an
object. For example drawing a polygonal
line in Dyalog APL requires an
incantation such as:

0)('Lwidth' 5)

Nested arraysplaya crucial role here. Similarly, our use of nested arrays in APL
programming tends only to exploit nested array structures for passing complex
arrays in andoutof user-defined functions,
However, mostof statistics involves number crunching, calculating means and
standard deviations. This paper discusses a particular statistical application for
which nested numeric vectors and matrices are a natural data structure for which
means and variances need to be calculated. This application is Multiple
Imputation.  
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Because wewill be dealing with numeric vectors or matrices, which haveatleast
onescalar, which when disclosed,is itself a numeric vector, the principle of scalar
extension will play a fundamental role in what follows. The following code
illustrates this simple idea.

+/14 2 3 (4 2 3)
789

Introducing Multiple Imputation
Among thegreatest usersof statistical techniques are the Market Researchers who
often collect information about customers through a survey. Social scientists have
used surveys too, many of them huge, to investigate specific social scientific
questions relevant to modern day life. The bugbear of all such survey work, no
matter how much work is put into preparing the right kind of questions and the
best survey design, is non-response. Multiple Imputation [1] is, in the wordsofits
originator (D. Rubin), the technique that replaces each missing value with two or more
acceptable values representing a distribution ofpossibilities.
The needforit stems from thefact that:

* to ignore item non-responseis potentially disastrous for subsequentinferences
madefrom the database;

* ifsingle imputation is used, then complete-data methodsof analysis may be
used and the needfor specialist computer programs to handle non-responseisavoided;

¢ single imputation, however well chosen, meansthat inferences based on the
imputed data will be too sharp since the extra variability due to the unknown
missing values is not being taken into account. .

Multiple imputation proceeds by:
* imputing a modest number m(between 2 and 10) missing values by someappropriate means;
¢ producingthe requiredstatistical analysis usingall m different databases;
* using the variation in the mdifferent results to tease out the extra variabilitydue to the unknown missing values.

APL to the Rescue
With this scenario in mind, one can begin to see the role APL can play in multipleimputation calculations. Rubin suggests for example that the imputed values ☁are
stored in an auxiliary matrix with one row for each missing value and m columns☂
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This implies straightaway that specialist programs will have to be constructed.
For example, calculating a simple mean of a variable that has been imputed,
would presumably require a program that loops round each imputation, whichit
would have to know wheretofind, in order to produce the m means.
In APL, we do not need any auxiliary matrix, nor do we needa specialist program.
- an appropriately ordinary MEAN program should suffice! Take a simple example.
We have a two-variable database and the Y-variable (first column) has two
missing values which have been imputed m=2 times:
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      
 

 

     
Y [xX

1/10 [8
2 |? 93 [wm [n ♥ ♥al? I Repetition Repetition
5 116 116 One Two
6 115 las Unit 2 10 14
7 |20 le Unit 4 16 14
8 14 4
9 [18 20
10 |22 |25
 

The important pointto realise is that we have twodatabaseshere - one with each
unknown value replaced by 10 and 16 respectively, and one with them replaced
by 14 and 14. Thus if we require the mean of the Y column we must do one
calculation substituting the values 10 and 16 for the two queries, and a further
calculation substituting the values 14 and 14. In APL,theoriginal database plus
the auxiliary matrix of imputed values may be stored as one matrix and means
can be calculated directly:

datat10 2p10 8 0 9 14 11 0 13 16 16 15 18 20 6 4 4Y 18 20
22 25

data[2;1]+c10 14
data[$;1]+ci6 14
data

10 a
10 15 g

144 44
16 14 13

16 #16
15° #18
20 6
y

18 20
22° 25
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ReMEAN X
C1] Re(+4X)F6ppX

MEAN datal;1]1.8 14.7
MEAN data

14,5 14,7 13
DISP MEAN datal[;1]

 

DISP MEAN data
14.5 14.7] 13]

As you can see, this works superbly, irrespective of whether we require just the
mean of the y-data or require means of both columns. The only proviso, from an
APLpointof view, is that the numberof imputations is the samefor each missing
value. But this is also required from statistical point of view so there is no
restriction in its application. In a similar fashion, many routine statistical
calculations in APL translate to the nested-array scenario painlessly. For example,
take the functions $s (Sum of squares), SPR (sum of products), SDEV (Standard
deviation) given by:

ReSSQ X37
C4] ReP+.xT+X-MEAN X

ReX SPR Y¥
Cal Re(X-MEAN X)+.xY-MEAN Y

ReSDEV X;T
[4] Re( (+4TxP+eX-(pX) pMEAN X)471+9ppX)*0.5

It is easy to see that these simple functions (that our students would write as part
of their first assignment in APLStatistical Computing) do what we want, so we
can use them tocalculate the slope andintercept of a regression line of Y on X:
Regression Line Slope:

(+B+(X SPR Y)#SSQ X
0.5447761194 0,5049751244
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Regression Line Intercept:

(+A+ (MEAN Y)-BxMEAN X7T.4UA7910448 8.135329383
In each case the returning result is an enclosed vector of length 2 because the
numberof imputations is 2.
Of course, advanced functions of the APL interpreter (e.g. ) will not operate on
nested arrays. Nevertheless, as we show in the next section,it is possible to write
simple first-generation APL code in such a waythat the dyadic use of § can be
achieved, and in addition, that same code will work quite naturally for nested
arrays!

APL Code for Dyadic Domino
The most commonstatistical use for the Dyadic Dominois to calculate the least-squares regression coefficients in a multiple linear regression problem.If ¥1 is thevector of ☁y-values☂ taken from thefirst copy of Y and D is the design matrix of
linear predictors, i.e.

D+1,{1.5)]X+8 9 11 139 16 18 6 4 20 25
D1 81 9

1444 181 16
4181 6104
1 201 25

then weneedthe following importantcalculations:
+ the least-squares estimates ofthe coefficients of the linear predictors;

B+YiBD
* the residual Sum of Squares;

RSSe+/TxT*+Y1-D+.xB
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* the covariance matrix of the regression estimates;

COV+(RSS+-/pD)xH(&D)+.xD
B

7 4A79LOUGB O. 5447764194

RSS
135,1940299

cov
8.794338011 ~0,.5464932799

☜O0.5464932799 0.O04203794u61

(Note that since Y1 is the first copy of ¥ then the values of B equal the first values
of the slope andintercept previously calculated.)
To have this facility for a general design matrix D, which together with Y may
contain enclosed vectors of the same length, we appeal to the efficient and
elegantly designed Beaton☂s algorithm (see [2]) which is similar to Gaussian
elimination. It can be coded easily in APL and the coding works without
alteration for nested arrays.

ReY LS X;FL3X3¥32;K;EV3T;XTX3B;S5;D;A;B0
(1) Kei o ZeX,¥ 0 Z+(QZ)+.x*Z- 0 D+eppZ
{2} a do Beaton recipe on sums of squares matrix
(3) a NB - at the moment it does nothing about checking whether to
ca] a cope for ill-conditioning if the first column in design
[5] a matrix is all 1*s - it pivots on all columns!
f6] EP: ZeZ-(TVe,xTVeZ(K;])sT*Z(K3K)
{7] ZU3K+2(K3]+2vr17
C8] ZUK;K]«-+T
[9] +CCC1tt pZ)2KeK+i)/LP
[16] a now allocate separate results for clarity
(411] XTX+*-"1 040 ☜142 0 SS*Z[D;D] o B+"14Z(;D]
C12] RB SS XTX

We use nested arrays only to return the three arrays as one, following the
specification above - i.e. the first element consists of the regression coefficients,
the second equals the residual sum of squares, and the third equals the estimated
covariance matrix of the regression coefficients. Again, weillustrate it using Y4
equal to the vector of first y-values in Y and also with yz as the vector of the
second y-values in Y, suppressingall but two decimal places in the output.
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DISP 2 DP ¥1 £S D
 

7.42 0,58/135.19] 8.79 ☜0.55
     

Notethat the first componentgives the intercept and slope values, the nextis the
regression sum of squares and finally we have the 2 by 2 covariance matrix.
Similarly for ¥2:

DISP 2 DP Y2 LS D
 

8.14 0,5/129.59] 8.43 ☜0.52
     

The same code,containing no second generation idioms apart from the output of
the three arrays now works for the nested ¥ vector:

DISP 2 DP Y L& D
 

 

 

8.79 8.43 170.55 ☜0.52
135.19 129,59

☜0.55 ~O.52] 0.04 0.04

 

         
Note that the 2 by 2 covariance matrix is nested because there are two residual
sum of squares and not because the design matrix is nested. However, there is no
reason, either theoretical or practical why the design matrix should not be nested.
Consider replacing the value 25 in the [10;2] position of D by the enclosed
vector 25 30:

D[10;2]+<25 30
DISP 2 DP Y LS D

 

 

 

 7.42 8.76;0.54 0.4K 135.19 126.76  0.55 ~0.99] 0.04 0,03          
As is to be expected, all first values of each element are the same as before,
whereas second valuesare different, as for those results the 10" x-value is now 30
and not 25.  
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Generalized Linear Models
As is well documented in previous APL papers, (see e.g.[3]) it is possible using an
iteratively re-weighted least-squares procedure to extend the range of validity of
regression-type problems to situations where the ☁y-data☂ is not normally
distributed. A typical example might be where each y-value represents the
numberof successes out of a numberof trials and wherethe aim is to explain how
the probability of success varies with the predictor values. By a direct emulation
of the software of ASLGREG (see [5]) for this particular example of a generalized
linear model, wecan achieve estimates for a ☜logistic regression☂ problem.

RES«Y LOGREG X;T;MU;TP;P;N;ETA;DETA;C;WI;WV;BETA;V;D
(1] a(1=pp¥)/'N+(p¥)pa!C2] s(teppY)/'N+YL;2]o¥e¥C;4]"(3] astart
(4) MU<Y © C+1 © DEV+L/10 o Pei px[5] ETA+@TPs1-TP<(TP+0,.0001xTP=0)sN+N=TP+MU
fe] a now start iteration
{7] EP: DETA«((1+D)*2)tNxD+xETA
[8] WV+ETA+(Y-MU)xDETA
[9] WP+NxTPx1-TP
[10] WI+WT*0.5
[11] BETA*1>BI+(WIxWV)LS Xx(pX)pP/Wr
£12] EYA«X+.xBETA 0 MU+*NxTP+Dt1+D+*xETA
[13] DEVNEW++/2*(Yx@(Y+Y¥=0)+MU+0.001xMU=0)+(N-Y)x@(N-Y~Y=N)+(N-MU)+0.001x0=N-MU
C14} £(0.00001<[/|DEV->DEVNEW) /'C+C+10DEV+SDEVNEWO+LP
£15] RES+BETA DEVNEW( (3>BT)x(-/pX)22BP)

The left argument is either a vector of 0s and 1s (successes out of 1 trial) or a
matrix whose first column contains the number of successes and the second
column the corresponding total numberof trials. The right argument is a matrix
of predictor variables. A simple example shows how both can be nested.

DISP ¥

 

X+1,[1.5]110
X(13;2]*c1 §
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DISP X

 

DISP 3 DP ¥ LOGREG X

 

 

 

3.233 3.903 [70,545 ☜0.674

70.545 ☜O.671 0.114 0.136

 

         
As before, the first element of the result is the nested vector of ☁regression
coefficients☂, The second vector is now the ☁deviance☂ (equivalentto the residual
sum of squares) andthe final element is the covariance matrix of the regression
estimates. These results may be verified by repeated use of ASLGREG. (Note
however that accuracy of the results is not as high as it should be - see the
commentsin the function 15.)

Other Utilities
To finish with we look at some other programmingissues associated with the use
of nested arrays for multiple imputation.(It is hoped to write up the details of an
actual application of multiple imputation elsewhere as they are beyond the scope
of this paper.)
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Identifying rows of a nested matrix
SupposeX is a nested matrix (in this case with two columns). We wish to identify
each row in terms ofits position in a set of unique rows (given by the columns of
f). Standard first-generation look-up code works wonderfully once we have
found 7. For this, we first have to convert X to a non-nested version which
includesall possible rows:

DISP X

 

B/C,IK

B
N
N
E
N
E

N
E
N
E
N
D

Then a simple UNIQUE function which identifies unique elements of a vector or
unique rowsof a matrix will do thejob:

UNIQUE 21122 3
123

UNIQUE 3 291 22141 2
12
24

O«F+ QUNIQUE >,/(,°")/X
1122
21242

Now wecan identify which rowsof the original (nested) X matrix are which:
DISP (Xa.=T)+.xi4

 

The interpretation of this is clear - the first element which is nested tells us that
the first row of X (which is 1 2 or 2 2 depending on which copy we take)
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consists of the 2晳' or 4" elements in the uniquelisting. Similarly for all the other
elements.
So indexing the rows of a nested matrix requires converting the nested matrix to a
non-nested matrix. Calculating the median of each column of a matrix requires a
similar conversion. For example, the function NVTOMAT (NMTOMAT) converts a
nested vector (matrix) to a matrix.

vV ceNVIOMAT Vim

  

(11 a converts nested vector to matrix
(2] me[/,>"pv
{3] retmpVvv

VNMTOMATY
VY r+NMTOMAT mat;m;d

[1] a converts nested matrix to fatter matrix
[2] depmat
[3] me>"p "mat o medo[¢m+m=0
Ca] re(d(t),+/m[1;])p>,/,mp"mat

v

To illustrate these functions consider the nested vector v and the nested matrix m
below:

 

NVTOMAT v
1 2 3
99 #9

99 99 99

DISP m
 

1 2 312
 

3 [4
   5 6  

NMTOMAT m

m
e
e

m
a
n

Ow
w

D
E
N
S
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Calculating Medians
Norman Thomsonin his St Petersburg paper ([4])refers to the median function as
a function which is ☁not dimensionally extendible☂ by which heis suggesting that
(unlike.the MEAN program)it is not possible to program MEDIAN sothat it works
on an array of any dimension without looping. This is not true as the following
programillustrates.

R«MEDIAN X;ORD;ND;IND;D
(13 D+pX
(2) a(1=pD)/'X+((pX),1)pX' o ND+pX
{3] IND«NDpiNDL2] © X*,&X © IND+,&IND
[4] X<X([ORD+AX] © IND+IND[ORD]
(5] X+XC INDI
C6] Xe COND) pX
[7] ReO.5+,.xX[[O.5x0 14+D{1]3]
C8] 2(1=pD)/'R+@pR'

aa
413
16
18

20
25B

R
E
RR

ER
R
E

MEDIAN D
1 12

If we wish to extend the usefulness of the program MEDIANto nestedarraysof the
type encountered in multiple imputation, then there is no real way of avoiding
converting the nested vector to a matrix, use MEDIAN to calculate the median
value for each column, and then convert this back to have the appropriate nested
structure.

DISP ¥

 

IMEDIAN Y
15.5 14.5
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DISP IMEDIAN D,Y

 

X+IMEDIAN arr;i;m;k
(41) acomputes median of nested vector/matrix
(2] #(12learr)/'r+MEDIAN arro+0!
[3] +(vec,mat)[pparr]
(4] vec:r+MEDIAN NVTOMAT arr 9 +0
(s] matime[fémer"p "arr o
(6) mem+m=0(7] me>,/m ☜4
[8] f+mcMEDIAN NMTOMAT arr

Conclusion
Nested numeric arrays in APL form a natural tool for use in database work
involving multiply imputed values. We have been pleasantly surprised howmuch basic APL code works with the data structures discussed in this paper andhow quickly other facilities can be constructed. The simple idea of scalarextension at the heart of bothfirst- and second-generation APL ensures that thestatistician can largely operate with nested arrays in the sure knowledge that theresults will be what they obviously should be with nested elements containing the
results corresponding to each choice of elements in the nested elements of theoriginal array.In short,the illustration of the MEAN program operating on a nested
vector or matrix saysitall!
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Interactive Design of Structures:
A Program for Everyone

by Johann Riebenbauer and Joachim Hoffmann

Abstract
In this paper we present a program for the design and analysis of planar member
frame structures. The intuitive graphic user interface covers all steps necessary for
designing a load bearingstructure, from geometry design to system optimisation.
This project is the first step in converting from a pool of APL*PLUSII programs
towards interactive Windows applications written in DyalogAPL/W, and was
carried out by Dipl.-Ing. Johann Riebenbauer, Institute of Structural Design
(Institut fitr Tragwerkslehre) at the Technical University of Graz, Austria, and the
Group of Civil Engineering (IG fiir Bauwesen) Zenkner&Handel.
The computational section of the described application is composed of proven
space frame algorithms, which where developed by Prof. Peter Klement over the
last three decades in APL, and which represent the backbone of the new graphic
user interface (GUI) in DyalogAPLW.
(In the Appendix the reader can find a small vocabulary, which can be used to
translate the German wordsin the illustrations.)

Interactive Design of Structures
Introduction
This software for the design and analysis of planar member frame structures was
the central part of Johann Riebenbauer☂s MSc thesis, awarded by the Institute of
Wooden Constructions (Institut ftir Holzbau) of the TU Graz. The main emphasis
was not on the determination of the internal forces of members or deformations,
but on the organisation and handling of data before andafter the calculation (pre-
and post-processing of the system). Restriction to planar structures was only
imposed by the GUI, all the computational functions in the background are
designed to work with 3D-frameworks. Future versions of the GUI will also work
with space frame structures and area covering structures.
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During program design, priority was given to the development of a single
interactive and intuitive application-GUI and not a conventional program, which
usually consists of three parts, namely preprocessor, calculation processor and
finally postprocessor.
Pece LCL}Datei Bearbeten.☝ Grafk ~Eingabe ☜Rechnen☝ Ausgabe☝ Qplionen Took suet Hilfeones     
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Figure 1: Display of a system (a house) with supports and measurements
Each action ofthe user is displayed immediately on the screen in a clear fashion -following the Windows philosophy ☜What You See Is What You Get☝. Input
errors are verified immediately, and not only after computations orin the form of
a system crash. Special errors are documented with informative error messages.
Help and guidanceis also provided by a standard Windowshelpfile.

Motivation
The various processes when dealing with structural problems, e.g. systemgeometry design, assumed load design, dimensioning, calculation of system
forces, interpretation ofresults, design of individual frame elements, presentation
of significant results for further processing, etc. are more or less automated in theeveryday life of a civil engineer. With the development of new European
Standards (Euro-Codes) continuous automation of all processes will be
increasingly important.
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This program will only be used in practice by constructing engineers (e.g. for
small problems like a single-span beam),if it is simple and user-friendly.
The GUI takes into account various habits of engineers, but it does not impose a
fixed way of working on them. Automation mustnotrestrict, but has to support
the working process at maximum.Therefore this GUIis designed similarly to the
manualcalculation on paper and follows the concepts of modern text-processors
or spreadsheet programs.

System Design
The input of a system with all its definitions of hinges, supports is the most
important, but also a highly time consuming part of the analysis of structures.
Here, personal experience plays a major role. Also, checking the correctness of
data inputis of significant importance.
A CAD application could be considered a solution, but there is a significant
difference between engineering a load bearing structure and drawing a sketch.
This GUIis developed specially for the input and handlingof structural systems.
The possibility of drawing a system by hand (with the mouse) makesit very easy
for a non-CAD designer to design his member frame quickly. Structures can be
designed without entering any numbers. With only a few, but effective
operations, frameworks can be designedin a fashion similar to drawingon a sheet
of paper by hand. Traditional preparations, e.g. system sketch and co-ordinate
tables, are superfluous,
The structure on the screen can be changed in any way,e.g. translated, copied,
scaled, deleted, etc., whereupon all relevant properties of nodes and members are
changed automatically. Individual members and nodes can be marked with the
mouse and can be assigned properties, which are again immediately displayed in
graphical form. This makesit simple to detect input errors when they occur.
Forthe construction of circular arcs, parabolic curves, trussed girders, or simply
for partitioning a member into equal parts, node-generation-aids are provided.
Thesefacilities can be extended to more complex structure-generators by the user.
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Specification of Cross-Sections
Fora realistic design of structures, which normallyconsists of different materials
and membercross-sections, a separate dialogue box is provided. In this dialogue,
all the relevant materials and cross-sections can be specified and given names
similarly to the format-style concept in popular text processors. These
specifications can then be assigned to individual members or groups of members
by simply selecting them with the mouse and choosing a ☜member-style-name☝
from the memberspecifications dialogue. To distinguish different cross-sections,
upper surfaces, lower surface and different materials can be displayed in different
colours. The cross-section itself is also displayed in correct scale in the member
specification dialogue (please see the form labelled with ☜Stabangaben☝). In
addition, predefined cross-sections (HEA, HEB,etc.) can be used.

 

4o= [0] Anzane [1 | 2
Efe |

|i Viol) BSH+Fi
 

Figure 2: Member specifications with outlined cross-sections
The cross-section values are converted internally to a single reference material.
Thereis no needto calculate moments ofinertia or areas by hand.
The integration of QS-WIN is plannedfor a later version. QS-WIN is a separate
(DyalogAPL/W) program for the calculation of the properties of cross-sections
with general outline and dimensions.

Loading the system
The process of loading the structure has been carefully analysed and automated.
Due to the new and complex CEN standards effective automation has become
necessary.
Each load case is given a name, which will be used in further processing.
Recurrent and composed load cases can be produced automatically, e.g. the min-
max-superpostion of different traffic load cases (wherethe single load case is not
of interest) is defined undera single name, andthe calculation and superposition
of the subordinate load cases is done automatically by the program.
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This also applies to snow and windstresses. In the case of snow, even asymmetric
position of loads are taken into account.
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Figure 3: Definition of different load cases
Special algorithms for crane loads andtraffic loads have been developed. The
algorithms solve these problems by defining load groups or load bands. This
simplifies everyday work significantly. The definition and assignmentof stresses
to individual members or nodes works similarly to the memberspecification
dialogue. The user marks several members or nodes and puts the load onto them
by selecting a load name from the load case dialogue.

© unginstig sddieren
Lostfalloptionen

☜| fee Zelie anhingen

 

Figure 4: Definition of load case superposition
Of course, superimposing individual loadcases is possible. Also, the prerequisites
to perform calculations following the European structural standards (Euro-
Codes), which requires the superpositions of a variety of load cases, are provided.
These automated options are of special interest, because they make the many load
cases required in the Euro-Codes easy to manage.

Display of Results
Internally the separate load-cases and corresponding internal forces are
superimposed, however on the screen only significant min-max-values of
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different types of internal forces are displayed. This is necessary for a clear
display of results. In most cases such an overview, displaying the quality of
results is sufficient in practice.
If more exact quantities of a result are needed (e.g. absolute values of a
deformation curve), a scissors function is provided. The user simply cuts an
arbitrary element of the structure with a scissors cursor and the values are
displayed on the screen. Furthermore, a similar function exists to determine the
stresses and internal forces of a selected cross-section, which serves to check the
former cross-section dimensioning.
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Figure 5: Min-max superimposed momentcurve
Internal forces can be displayed not only for selected members, but also for
predefined member groups. With a standard zoom function special areas can be
viewed in detail. The values of support reactions and elastic support forces can be
displayed and measured with the mouse (see Fig.5).

Design of Individual Structure Elements
Of course, it is possible to design and optimise individual cross-sections in detail,
according to various standards. Using the ☜Extended Member Specification
Dialogue☝ (See Fig. 6), the following properties of cross-sections can be defined:
load factor, planar and 3D-buckling length (at the moment following only the
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equivalent beam method), variable girder depth, special superposition
specifications, bent girder axis, etc.

Bier)

 

 

 

Figure 6: Dimensioning specifications
The next important step is the interpretation of results and the possibility to alter
design specifications in a very simple way,in order to optimise the structure. This
applies to system geometry, cross-sections, supports and subdivisions of
members. The design results
are visualised by showing the
load factors of all member
groups (see Fig. 7) and the
curves of load factors over
the members themselves (see
Fig. 8).
Furthermore the average load
factors weighted over the
length of the members is
displayed, so that it is
convenient to judge load
factors of whole member
groups.

{| V[usngstriiger *BSH-FTRE 20/40 =) <i=] ®
VDBSHFi =[Rechte: =] ie | optionen TF

 
  
Figure 7: Load-factors of the selected members
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As mentioned above,it is also possible to dimension cross-sections by specifying
internal forces, buckling lengths and memberlengths.
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Figure 8: Load-factors of the max-loaded section

In the system graphic, the distribution of load factors is displayed over thememberlengths. A large crosshatched area over a memberindicates that thismember is not stressed to its capacity (Fig. 8). Ineffectively used members aretherefore detected immediately. The program automatically suggests optimised
cross-section specifications, displayed in the relevant edit windows, in order thatthe user can accept them directly with one keystroke, but can also change them asrequired.
Finally all the results can be printed in graphical and numerical form.

Final Remarks
The aim of this program is to provide an intuitive graphic user interface for thecomplete treatment of load bearing structures, starting from defining thegeometry and loads leadingto a clear presentation of results on the screen and on
the printer. In the near future, a Structure Viewer will be released, which willonly display and print existing data from file, so that structures can be
interchanged electronically.  
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Appendix A: A short comic strip describing a typical structural
design of a wooden house
Inputof the system with measurements and support definitions:
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The assignment of member specifications: To each member a cross-section is
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Thedefinition of loads: Traffic loads (e.g. the people in the building), snow loads,
and wind loads:
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The optimised load bearingstructure:
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Appendix B: German-English Vocabulary
German
Ablauf
Abschnitt
Abteilung fiir Holzbau
allgemein berandeter Querschnitt
Annahme
Anzahl
Auflagerreaktion
Auflagerverschiebung
Auflagerwiderstand,-reaktion
aufskizzieren
aufwendig
aus Gewohnheit
Ausgangssituation
Ausnutzungsgrad
Ausschrift
Automatisierung
Bauteil
Bauwesen
Beanspruchung
Beanspruchung auf Biegung
Belastung
bemessen
Bemessung
Berechnung
Berechnungsablauf
Berechnungsergebnisse
besondere Aufmerksamkeit schenken
Dimensionierung
Dipl.-Ing.
Dissertation
ebener Rahmen
ebener Verformungszustand
ebenes Rahmentragwerk
ebenes Tragwerk
einbinden
Einzellastfall, Einzellast
Ergebnisausschrift
ermitteln, bestimmen (nachweisen)
Ermittlung
Ersatzstab
Ersatzstabverfahren
etw. immer wieder tun
Fachwerktrager
Federkraft

English
process, mechanical operation or action
section, portion, part
department for wooden construction
general outlined cross-section
assumption
number
supportforce or reaction
buckling settlement
reaction
sketch out
costly, expensive in labour
from (sheer) habit
starting position, motivation
load factor
display, presentation
automation
component, device, construction element
building trade
load,stress,strain
work done on bending
loading, load application,stress
dimension
dimensioning
computation, calculation
calculation method or operation
calculation results
to pay attention todesign, dimensioning
chartered engineer (GB), professional engineer
PhD thesis, MSc thesis (Master of Science)
(flat) frame
planestrain
plane framestructure
plane structure
integrate,include
point load
results table
determine (detect)
determination
transformation member
equivalent beam method
to keep on doing something
truss (-ed girder), framework truss
elastic support,elastic force
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Fichte spruce, whilewood
frethandkonstruieren freehand constructing
gekriimmt bentGelenk hinge
Gelenkknoten hinged point, hinged connection
Generierhilfen generating aids
Gewohnheiten habit, to have a habit of doing something
halbvoll half-filled
Holzbau wooden construction
Holzbauteil timber(structural) elements
immer wieder again and again
immer wiederkehrend recurrent
Ingenieursalltag the everydaylife of an engineer
Interessensgemeinschaft interest group, syndicate
Knicklangen buckling length
Koordinatenlisten co-ordinate tables
Kranlast crane load
Kreisbogen dreular arc
Lager, Auflager support
Lagerbedingung, Auf~ support condition
Lagerung supportLangeneinheit unitof length
Langstrager longitudinal girder
Lastananhmen (assumed)design loadLastaufbringung load application, application ofload
Lastband field of load, load bandLastfall Joad(ing) case
Lastfalliiberlagerung load case superposition
Lastlinie load line
Lastverteilung, distribution of load
LKW-Lasten truck load
min-max Uberlageung min-max superposition
Oberkante (eines Tragers) top surface
Parabelbogen parabolic arc or curvepraktisch practical, useful, in practice
Querschnitt = QS cross-section, cross-section profile
Querschnittsangaben cross-section properties, specifications
Querschnittsannahme cross-section estimation (assumption)
Querschnittsfaktor form orshape factor, cross-section factor
Querschnittsflache cross-sectional area
Querschnittskonturen contours (outlines) of cross-section
Querschnittswert cross-section value
Querspannung, transversestress
Quersteifigkeit transverse rigidity
Rahmenprogramm frame program
raéumliches Tragwerk space frame structure, three dimensional frame
Referenzmaterial reference material
Schatzung estimation
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Schere scissors
Schneidefunktion intersection function
Schnittkraft internal force
Schnittkraftbilder internal force diagram
Spannung stress, tension.
Stab member, bar, element
Stabangaben member specifications
stiindige Lasten permanentloads
Statiker engineer engaged in structural calculations
Statikverarbeitungsprogramm structure processing program
statische Problemstellung structural way of looking at a problem
Streckenlast, Linienlast linear load
Summenlastfall cumulative load case
Systemfindung developing a system design
Systemskizze sketching
Trager beam,girder
Tragerhdhen,veranderliche variable girder depth
Triigersystem girder construction, structural system.
Traglast limit load
Tragstruktur supporting structure
Tragwerk load bearingstructure, supporting framework
Tragwerksplanung design offrameworks or structures
Uberlagerung superposition, (awkward and)involved
Uberlagerungsangaben superposition details (specifications)
umstindlich laborious
ungiinstige Uberlagerung worst case superposition
Unterkante lowersurface
Verarbeitung (DV) processing
Verformung deformation,deflection
Verkehrslastfall traffic load
Verma&ung measurements
verwalten manage, conduct, maintain
Verwaltung administration, organisation
Vordimensionierung, preliminary dimensioning
Vorgang, Prozess process, action.
Vorspannung preload
Weiterverwendung further processing or manipulation, subsequent treatment
Windbeanspruchung wind stress
Windbelastung wind load
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The Logical Piano of W.S. Jevons
by Keith Smillie (smillie@cs.ualberta.ca)

[Mlathematicians are well aware that their science, however muchit may
advance, always requires a corresponding developmentof material symbols
for relieving the memory and guiding the thoughts.

W.S.Jevons
A mechanical device developed in the 1860s by the British political economist
andlogician W.S.Jevons for solving logical problemsis described together with
its simulation in J.

Introduction
William Stanley Jevons was born in 1835 and educated at University College,
Londonhaving interrupted his studies to spendfive years at the British Mint in
Sydney, Australia. He then went to Owens College, now the University of
Manchester, as a tutor but was soon appointed ☜professor of logic and mental
and moral philosophy☝ and also ☜professor of political economy☝. In 1876 he
returned to University College as professor of political economy, a position he
held for only four years when he resigned because of poor health. He died two
yearslater in 1882.
As an economist Jevons is remembered for his pioneer work in the concept of
marginal utility and as the originator of the theory that trade cycles can be
correlated with sunspotactivity. As a logician he wasoneof thefirst persons to
recognize the importance of the work of George Boole. His papers on logic were
published in 1890 as Pure Logic and Other Minor Works which wasreprinted in
1971.
In order to overcome what he considered an awkwardness in Boole☂s notation
Jevons developed his ☜method of direct inference☝ which wasa primitive type of
truth table and similar to the logic diagrams of his contemporary John Venn.In
this method Jevons represented upto four terms by the upper-caseletters A, B, C
and D, andtheir negations by the corresponding lower-caseletters a, b, c and d.
He would then write down all possible combinations of the letters and their
negations, e.g., 16 combinations for four terms, 8 for three terms, etc., and then
cross outall those termsinconsistent with the given hypotheses. From the terms
remaining he could deduce what followed logically from the hypotheses.
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At first Jevons wrote down for each problem a list of of all the possible
combinations. He then devised a reusable ☜logical slate☝ with the combinations
permanently inscribed so that the inconsistent combinations could be crossed out
with chalk. Next he devised a ☜logical abacus☝ with the terms written on
individual strips of wood which wereplaced on a rack. By meansof a system of
pegs on eachside of the rack and ruler, strips corresponding to inconsistent
combinations of terms could be removed. It was Jevons☂s intention that this
device be used in the classroom for demonstrating the solution of logical
problemsincluding Aristotelian syllogisms.
It wasa relatively short step to completely mechanizethis last device to produce
whathas cometo be called the ☜logical piano☝. Jevons had this device built for
him by a clockmaker in 1869, and demonstrated it the following year at ameeting of the Royal Society of London wherehe gave a paperentitled ☜On the
mechanical performanceoflogical inference☝. The paper was published the same
yearin the Society☂s Philosophical Transactions and was includedin the collected
works referred to above. An excellent discussion of Jevons☂s logical work is given
in Gardner (1982).
Jevons☂s logical piano is now in the Museum ofthe History of Science in Oxford.A few years ago it was on display on a windowsill together with a few gearsfrom oneof Babbage☂s machines.
In this paper we shall apply Jevons☂s method to the solution of a well-knownsyllogism with the steps presented in the way that they would be performedwith the logical piano. We shall then discuss a simulation in J and illustrate itsuse with this example and with an example taken from the works of LewisCarroll.

A Simple Example
Let us consider the syllogism Barbara which maybe☂stated as follows:

Manis mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.

If we let A = Socrates, B = man, and C = mortalso that a = not-Socrates, etc., thenthe premises maybe stated as
AisB
BisCc.
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Nowlet us write down all possible combinations of the three terms and their
negationsas:

AAAAaaaa
BBbbBBbb
ceCeccece

Forthefirst premise, A is B, the combinationsinvolving a, the negation of A, are
not relevent and may besetaside. Of the four remaining combinations,

AAAA
BBbb
cece

the third and fourth are inconsistent with the premise and maybe discarded.If
we combine the two remaining combinations with the four that were set aside,
wehavethefollowing combinations consistent with the first premise:

AA aaaa
BB BBbb
Cc cece

Now proceed in a similar manner with the second premise, B is C. Wefirst set
aside the combinationsinvolving b so that we have

AA a
BB B
Ce c o

u
n

then remove the second and fourth of these which are inconsistent with the
second premise, and finally include those that werejust set aside so that we have
the following combinations consistent with both premises:

A a aa
B B bb
c c cc

We mayconcludefrom thefirst combination that the conclusion of the premise,
i. e., Socrates is mortal, is valid.
Theconsistent combinations may be written as

ABC + aBC + abC + abe
which may be simplified to

ABC + a(C + be}
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Unfortunately, Jevons☂s method of direct inference did not provide for this
simplification.

The Logical Piano
The logical piano resembled a miniature upright piano aboutthree feet high with
a keyboard at the bottom above which wasa display with four rows andsixteen
columns giving all of the possible combinations of four terms and their
negations. As the keys were pressed to enter each hypothesis, invalid
combinations of terms would be removed mechanically from the display. When
all of the hypotheses had been entered, only those combinations of terms
consistent with all hypotheses would remain displayed.
The keyboard had twenty-one keys which may be represented as follows:

R+dDcCbBaA=AaBbCcDd+.
For typographic convenience we have used R instead of FINIS which was used by
Jevons,+ insteadof.|., = instead of COPULA, and . instead of FULLSToP. The key

represents the end of a premise or hypothesis. Pressing the R key wouldreset
the piano to displayall sixteen combinations of four terms. Thefirst premise in
the example given in the previous section would be entered as A=B. and would
result in the display of the six terms, two involving A and all four involving a,
consistent with the premise. Similarly the second premise would be entered as
B=C. Subjects or predicates involving two or more terms could be entered as,
for example, AB=C. or A+B=C. depending on whether logical ☁and☂ or ☁or☂,
respectively, was implied.
Figure 1 shows the Windowsform representing the J simulation of the logical
piano, The box outlined below the keyboard has been addedto the simulation to
record the hypotheses as they are entered. Also added to the simulation is the
option of displaying those combinations available for two, three and four terms.
For example, the eight combinations for three terms may be displayed by
selecting the button for three terms and then pressing the R key. Figure 2 shows
the logical pianoafter the premises for the exampleofthe last section have been
entered.

Thescriptfile for the simulationis available by anonymousftp at
ftp-/fip.cs.ualberta.ca in thefile pub/smillie/piano.js.
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A Second Example
The logical piano may be used to solve some of the problems given in Lewis
Carroll☂s Symbolic Logic. As an example consider the following problem where
the objectis to determine the consequencesof the three hypotheses:

1. No onetakes in The Times unless he is well-educated;
2. No hedge-hogs can read;
3. Those who cannotread are not well-educated.

Univ.="creatures☂; A=able to read; B=hedge-hogs; C=taking in The Times;
D=well-educated. [We have used the upper-case letters A, B, Cand D to be
consistent with the notation introduced above whereas Carroll used the
corresponding lower-caseletters.]

The three conditions may be represented in the notation of Jevons☂s logical piano
as C=D., Bea. and a=d. Figure 3 showsthe use of the piano simulation for the
solution of this problem. We may conclude, for example, from the combination
aBcd, the only combination involving B, that hedge-hogs are not ableto read, do
nottake in The Times and are not well-educated.

Postscript
Jevons considered building a machine that could accommodate ten terms but
abandonedthe project when herealized that it would take up oneentire wall in
his study. In 1881 Alan Marquand,tutorof logic at Princeton University, built an
improved and smaller version of Jevons☂s machine, and in the following year
with the help of a friend in the Department of Mathematics he built a more
elaborate version. Marquandalso proposed a third electromechanical version but
because of difficulties with the new electrical technology did not get beyond a
prototype built from a hotel annunciator.
A few years ago two American academic economists wrote the mysteries Murder
at the Margin (1978) and The Fatal Equilibrium (1985) with the purposeofteaching
someofthe principles of economics andat the same timeentertaining the reader.
The authors wrote under the pseudonym ☜Marshall Jevons☝, where the surname
comes, of course, from W, S. Jevons and the given name from the British
economist Alfred Marshall (1842-1924). These two books may be recommended
not only to readers of mysteries but also to those who believe that some
lightheartednessin learning is a good thing.
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Figure 1. Simulation in J of the logical piano
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APL97 Conference Survey Results
analysed by Dick Holt (dholt@capaccess.org)

(This article has already appeared in several local APL newsletters)

This article summarizes the APL97attender feedback survey. It compares results,
where possible, with similar prior surveys. It describes attenders☂ satisfaction
with various features of APL97. The purposeofthis article is to help the APL/J
community to improvefuture conferences.
Briefly, attenders rated APL97 as a huge success. 10 of 14 Conference features
rated higher than intwo comparableprior surveys, most of them notably so. The
4 exceptions (below), may appear to be comparable to prior surveys, but for
varying reasons, are not.

(1) ☜Proceedings☝rated slightly lower at APL97 than in the 1994 survey
(Proceedings were unavailable at APL96). Some APL97 attenders noted that
Proceedings on a CD ROM and weren't easily readable on-site (but only 30%
looked at the CD ROM ♥ see Q17). Even so, the CD ROM helped APL97 to
reducelead times and to keep costs low. The APL97 Proceedingsrating
reflects its format, notits content. Asa result,it☂s not comparable to prior
survey data.

(2) In contrast, APL97attenders rated the Software Library highly compared to
prior surveys. Again,this reflects the CD ROM formatrather than content.

(8 & 4) ☜Cost of conference☝ and ☜Other costs☝ aren't comparable to prior
surveys. We changed the APL97 questionnaire to distinguish, for the first time,
between ☜Cost of conference☝ (e.g. registration and banquet), and ☜Other costs☝
(e.g. travel and lost earnings). ☜Cost of conference☝ at APL97 rated in Ist place,
clearly showing APL97☂s_ success in reducing those costs over which its
data for ☜Cost☝ and ☜Other Costs☝ are confounded if compared with prior
survey data.

Nowto the Survey Questions and Answers
Q1 asked attenders to rate APL97 features on a scale of 1 to 5 (most-to-least
satisfied). Average ratings, listed in order of decreasing satisfaction, are shown
below:
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Table 1. Satisfaction with APL97 Conference Features
cost of conference 1.10 x social/vacation 177 *
location 129 * papers 181 *
website 132 n proceedings 1.84 x
program handbook 136 n other costs 1.89 x
archives, etc. 143 n dinnercruise 2.03 *
tutorials 1.58 * business opportunities 2.06 *
software library 159 x job information 219 *
accommodation 1.68 * vendorhospitality 2.34 n
workshops 172 * posters, displays 2.58 *
vendor forums 174 * others? ♥ only 1 response
* = ratings higher than 94/96 surveys
n= not asked in 94/96 surveys
x = not comparable to 94/96 surveys

Small differences in ratings (+/- 0.2) probably aren☂t significant.
See References 1 and 2 for 94/96 survey data.
Q2: What was the most useful feature, and why? Multiple responses are
combined below:

- Arrangements: Very good arrangements; good programs; program was well
thought out

+ Workshops: learned aboutvery pertinentstuff; got to try things; best way to
learn is to try; participants received real hands-on experience andtraining in
advancedfeatures.

+ Tutorials: practical how to do; excellent content; stream ofJ tutorials; subjects
were mostly practicable; APL info.

+ Workshop and vendor forums
+ Convenient(for us in Toronto). Very knowledgeable crowd.
+ Vendor forums: clear understanding of current market; gotthe latest

developments
+ Meeting people
+ CD rom proceedings ♥ may makesoftware accessible, pretty current

Q3: Whatwastheleast useful feature, and why?
+ Vendorforums too far from presentations (multiple comments)
+ Workshops ♥ great idea butpoorpresentation. Overheadinfo too dead, too

small and too dim to be read or used.
+ Workshops ♥ topic selection poor for me
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+ CD rom proceedings ♥ can☂t read papers at conferenceor ontrolley; Missing
proceedings (see Q17); hosp suites instead of openis best.

Q4 and Q5 concern Conference attendance. Overall, 79% of respondents had
attended a prior SIGAPL conference, and 84% said that they would attend a
future one (90% and 92% at APL96).
When asked why they might attend a future SIGAPL Conference, respondents
said:

☜Tuse APL andJ professionally; Fun andfruitful; It☂s mybusiness;It has become
a habit; Interested in APL employmentand meeting other APLers; Greater APL
involvement; Useful info; Worth attending; Business; Helps to keep abreast of
developments; For APLrelated information, products, contacts; Meeting
people; Stimulating to get new ideas.☝

Q6: Are you a member of SIGAPL? Y=70% (APL96: Y=90%)
Q7: Years of experience with APL? With J? A simple answer: an averageof 13.6
years with APL, and2.7 years with J. Prior surveys showeda trendofincreasing
years of APL experience (15.6 in 94, 16.9 in 96). Thattrendis lightly reversed atAPL97.
A moreinteresting answer: about 28% of respondents are experienced in bothAPL and J. Their joint years of APL and J experience are shown in the 2x12 tablebelow:
APL yrs: 6 20 6 415 14 24 25 8 13 20 20 25dyrs: 2 6 1 5 1 5 3 2 1 i 6 i

Similar cross-tabulations, mainly of interest to vendors, may be constructedusing the APL97SRV.ZIPfile mentioned below.
Q8: Your State/Province/Country? This question is key to the analytic validityof this article. These analyses are valid onlyif the questionnaire respondents area statistically representative of the population of all APL97 attenders. A 10,000draw bootstrap (Monte Carlo) shows that the survey sample is indeedrepresentative of APL97attenders.
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# of APL97 # of Survey
Attenders Responses Bootstrap Bootstrap
from: from: mean 2 sigma

Canada 96 aa 16.5 5.8
USA 82 18 44.1 5.6
Europe 64 12 10.5 5.0
Other a1 2 4.9 2.4
Total 250 43

See Reference 2 for details of the bootstrap technique. The US is somewhatover-
represented, and Canada is somewhat under-represented in the sample, however
both are within 2 sigma limits of their bootstrap means. ☜Europe☝ and ☜Other☝
are easily on the mark. Attenders came from 4 Canadian Provinces (mostly
Ontario), 20 US states, 10 Europeannations(including Russia), and from Japan,
Saudi Arabia, and South Africa. The survey response rate was 17%, well below
the 27% response rate for the APL96 survey. Why? Because APL97 survey forms
were available only adventitiously, rather than being inserted in Conference
Bagsat registration.
Q9: ☜Your occupation?☝ showed a wide array of responses. Most werein the area
of software development (32%) and education (16%), both very close to APL96,
followed by actuary (7%) and scientist (7%). Others include student, engineer,
financial analyst, webmaster, consultant, business, and others.
Q10: ☜In what applications have you used APL/J?☝ Applications mentioned
mostoften were:

banking/finance 39 insurance/actuary .09
education 30 engineering 07
business/manufacturing .12

Many respondents named multiple applications including advertising, medicine,
oil, law, elections, beverage, forestry, travel, biology, nutrition, and others.
Ql1. Are you actively developing code in APL,J, or other Array languages?

APLonly : 56% Jonly : 7%
Both APL and J: 9% Otherarray also: 14%

Q12: Where did you first hear about APL97?, and Q13: What was your major
sourceof ongoing information about APL97?

mailing email c.jl.a. Vector QQ Nouvelles Other
Qi2: 16% 26% 19% 2% 5% 0% 23%
Qis: 16% 53% 24% 7% Th 5% 14%
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APL97 publicity reached far and wide. Web sites were most often cited as
☜other.☝ Electronic publicity was the most widereaching.
Ql4 and Q15 concerned Vendors. 56% of survey respondents visited vendor
Hospitality Suites, and of those who visited, 86% felt that they provideda useful
contribution to APL97.
Q16 asked for comments on Exhibitors/Vendors. Opinions were mixed, and
physicallocation was apparently an issue:
Ontheplus side:

☜Hospitality was one of the main reasonsfor attending, finding out about new
products and watching them demonstrated; Suites harderto get to but receive
more attention there; More emphasis on the seriously interested; Hospitality is
better; Hospitality is better more focused.☝

On the minusside:
☜] prefer... a single exhibitor area. This was too scattered; Exhibits wereclose,
hospitality was remote; Prefer central open exhibit area, really *near* lecture
rooms; Too far from meeting room; Hospitality suites too formal... a barrier to
go there; Wish vendorsites near coffee between papers; Hospitality suites
should have beenin same building.☝

One respondent noted that the survey didn☂t distinguish among vendors, and
that some vendorshad better hospitality suites than others. Almostall one-word
responses to Q16 favoured the ☜open-concept☝ over the hospitality suite
approach for Vendors☂ exhibits.
Q17: CD ROM:Only 30% of respondents looked at the CD ROM,and 60% of
those who did foundit useful. Butthis isn☂t the full story. Many noted that they
couldn☂t easily read the CD at the Conference.
Below☜is an example of suggestions for future CD ROMS: See also Q3 (least
useful feature).

☜(1) The CD was a goodidea butit wenttoo far: Please distribute attendancelist
ON PAPERatstart of Conf (later a more updated version on www isfine too).
(2) Idolike to have the proceedings ON PAPER.If not, my boss will not
consider any contribution I make to the Conf... as valuable and will not pay for
mytrip. (3) I do like to have the proceedings on paperto read onthefirst night
of the conf. (4) I appreciate a low cost conf, but am willing to pay more for
proceedings on paper.☝
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You may order the APL97 CD ROM from www.torontoapl.org for $C20, postage
paid world-wide, via cheque, money order, Visa, Master, or Amex. Toronto
SIGAPL will make the CD ROMelectronically available and updated at, or
linked to, its web page (www.torontoapLorg).
Q18: Was the Program Handbookuseful? Y = 74%
Program handbook comments:

☜Add good mapof thearea... is needed; Pg 18-20: begin-endtimes,like in the
flyer, easier to read than the begin timeonly; Set start times on print-out more
carefully; Suggest adding start and end times; Keep schedulein center ♥ easy
to open andfind; Put day, time, and location beside each description to change
more bigger onesize; Perhapsincludea floor mapof room locations; It was
exactly uptoits task.☝

Q19a: Want Annual APL/J conference in Toronto? Y=28% N=28% B=44% Q19b:
Want a Bi-annual conference? Y=49% N=19% B=37% Note: some respondents
may have interpreted the word ☜bi-annual☝ (twice/yr) in Q19b to mean
☜biennial☝ (every 2 years).
Q20a: Are you aware of the APL Skills Database? Y=62%
Q20b: Other services wanted? There were a lot of blanks in response to Q20b.
Items mentioned were:

☜Part-time employment; more web stuff; Résumé marketing service?; internet
conference; (1) debugging tools, (2) Ecklers (Paul Davidson) coding protocols,
(3) version control software; and workshop, ♥ contest☝

Q21: Topics for future conferences?: Verbatim responses were:
☜Performance considerationin real-life software developed in APL/J;
Application in scientific & mathematical problems; OLE controls(Le. getting
them to work in APL); General tips on programmingstyle, efficiency,ete;
Language and interface enhancements in APL; working products; How J/APL
is useful; Making APL/J useful to end users (as opposed to developers);
Success stories using APL/] as well as unsuccess stories; Vendors cooperation
in research for improving APL.☝

Q22: Other comments or Suggestions? In the respondents☂ own words:
☜Keep up the good work; Thank you Committee! Ryerson☂facilities, especially
classroom were muchsuperior to what wasavailable in past at U.T.; It would
be great to have a participantslist in the registration kit at the beginning
conference. Alwaysis it good service (many other Conferences useit and I
enjoyit); Encourage presenters to have a script beforehand. Someof the
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projections via overhead was unreadable. Need to schedule beforehand. Great
conference. Thank you; Allow a 1.25 ♥ 1.5 hours for lunch. Lunch is too short
(several comments); Ranoutof coffee/ refreshments during break; Great
Conference,all the organizers deserve a lot of credit; More interesting content
than any recent conf; Thank you for a great conference; Thanks for youreffort
in sponsoring APL97.It wascertainly oneof the best ever; Overhead
projections not readable in 90% of the workshops,Sit at the back of the room to
test for yourself; I compliment Toronto SIG on a very well done conference,
including location and accommodations, and program pamphlet; Advanced
applications are nice, but for the average programmer,the problemis: 1) ease of
reading code, 2) debuggingit, 3) with multiple programmers, howto keeptheir
work organized; Some workshopswere less usefulasall we did wastyping...
creating imagesin J which left us some assignment. We were too busy typing to
follow the message/contents of the workshop. Suggestion: reduce the number
of terminals and operators; Good Conference; An excellent conference. The
program committee should be commended fora job well done.☝

File APL97SRV.ZIP containing all analysis fns and APL97 survey data, is
downloadable free from the BBS\APL at 703-528-7617, in File Area FREE.
APL97SRV.ZIP has also been sent to Toronto SIGAPL and Waterloo for
electronic distribution.
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How to Win Programming Language
Battles...and Maybe the

In-House Applications Development War
by Donald B. Pittenger (dbpitt@msn.coni)

A goodstart to winning the next waris to havelost the last war. APL lost its war.
But it can be part of a team that can win the next one. This article presents one
prospective strategy andrelated set of tactics. It might well infuriate you, butit
will be for a good causeifit inspires you to come upwith a better plan.
I suppose I should explain the meaning of the first sentence for readers not
familiar with military history. The concept is that winners tend to rest on their
laurels ♥ after all, they won, so they must have donethings right. Losers often
realize they did things wrong, and studytheir defeat in order to correct defects
and do better next time. (This does not always happen if correcting the key
problemsis beyond the capability of the loser; a Belgium withoutallies is always
almost certain to be defeated by a Germany. Other defeated nations tend not to
self-examine, but place blame elsewhere: ☁Weare betrayed!)
The first step to winning the next programming languagebattles is to admit that
the previous war waslost. So far as J can tell, almost all APLers concede that
APL will not rule the programming world, as they had hoped inthe late 1960s
and early 1970s. Some have given up completely. Others have been scurrying to
survive, popping out useful ideas and sales points ♥ but the impact has been
scattered and small.
T will start with a limited outline of the defeat. Then I present my interested
bystander☂s perspective on the currentsituation, followed by a plan for the next
campaign.

The Defeat
Whatis history cannot be undone.Evenif the betrayal theorists are correct that
TBM (consciously or unconsciously) did APL in by promoting PL/I in the early
1970s, that does not matter; besides, today PL/I seems to be more out of the
picture than APL! Aside from the PL/T theory, what went wrong?
I am sure the data processing management view that APL systems were
unpredictable mainframe memory-hogs was based on experience. Hostile
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managementdoesnot guarantee defeat, but it makeslife pretty hard. I think this
is what started APL☂s slide beginning in the mid-☂70s. DP management wasalso
hostile to personal computers, but the sheer sense of the PC concept along with
the killer-application spreadsheet andits champions in other realmsof corporate
management more than neutralised DF☂s position.
When PCsdid come along, APL waspastits usage peak, and early-☂80s PCs were
too small and slow to makeeffective use of APL. It was not until the late 1980s
and the advent of 32-bit CPUs and simple memory mapping that APL had a
chance to shine; but, by then, the damage had been done.
Language-specific problems are well-known, even though many APLers do not
consider them to be problems. These include:(1) the character set ♥ elegant, but
until recently not easy to integrate into the computing environment; (2) the fact
that APL is interpreted rather than compiled ♥ unless the computeritself is
lightning-fast, commercial☁shrink-wrap☂ applications are to be avoided in APL;
(3) the APL workspace ♥ a convenience in interactive computing, butits
operating system-like qualities have made APL hard to integrate with host OS's,
particularly in application development. Thereare other intrinsic problems, but
the above were more than enough keep APLsliding over the past two decades.

The Present Situation
Where do matters stand today? Computer technology has continued behaving
according to Moore☂s Law: speed increases while cost of equipment(of a given
performance level) decreases. Many desktop computers have the speed and
memory to overcome slow interpreter speed perception in many application
settings. Regarding operating systems, APLis often packaged as simply another
library or library set (DLLs in Windows) and can communicate with other
applications and code libraries. The symbols remain controversial and a potential
problem so far as keyboardsare concerned for the programmer. But symbols and
keyboard drop out of the picture in applications ♥ which was true even in
mainframe days.
An important fact is that a number of APL-offshoot languages have sprung up
since the mid-1980s. These include Nial, J, A, A+, K, and the SAS IML language.
Mathematica claims more remote kinship. Apart from A and perhaps A+ (I
haven't seen A+ code), these languages do not use the APL characterset. J has
eliminated the workspace and strives to link with all manner of other
applications on the host computer or even over the Internet. A+ and K are
number-cruncher languagestailored to the needs of Wall Street firms; this too is
important, as weshall see.
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And, of course, it is well known within the array-language community that
programming(if not execution) speeds are far greater than for conventional
computer languages.
Given the above as well as other factors not covered for lack of space, many
prerequisites for a successful renewedstruggleare in place or nearly so. Whatis
missing is a plan for taking advantageofthe situation. We turnto that next.

The Plan: Introduction
Here webring in marketing and public relations, trying to effectively blend them
into the mix of technology and office politics discussed thus far. And please don☂t
let your dislike of ☁suits☂ prejudice your reaction to what I am about to discuss.
Marketing does not haveto bethe slick stuff that many APLers disliked about
STSC/Manugistics in the era 1985-95. Properly done marketing and PR, coupled
with acceptably good technology, can take you far. You cannot denythe success
of Microsoft as a case in point.
The plan is presentedin three parts. First, strategy is outlined; this is likely to be
the most controversial point. Then sometactical steps are proposed.Finally,
there are a few cautionary notes.
One caution can be noted at the outset, namely: in war, plans seldom survive
contact with the enemy (read von Clausewitz). My notionis that the plan should
be simple, but not so tightly focused that unanticipated successes cannot be
exploited due to its mindless pursuit (☁exploit success, not reinforce failure☂ is
useful military maxim). And rememberthat even simple plansare very difficult
to execute(I think this is from Napoleon).

Strategy
APLis mostly used for: (1) in-house applications; (2) preparation of data for
access or sale to outsiders ♥ ie., the LegiSlate information system, the
demographic data I sell; and (3) ad hoc interactive computing by engineers of
scientists. ☁Shrink-wrap☂ APL-based products hardly exist. In-house application
developmentis clearly the strategic target because it is a huge field and it plays to
APL☂sstrengths(efficient development, new abilities to link to other software)
and minimises its weaknesses (shrink-wrapping and slow execution do not seem
to mix well). If there is success in the in-house arena,the data product and ad hoc
areas should benefit as side effects.
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Now for the controversial part. APL☂s image (suchasit exists today)largely stinks.
T see no easy way to turn that image aroundby focusing on APLin isolation.
This means APL should hardly -♥ if ever ♥ be mentioned in our rehabilitation
campaign.
Instead, we promote Array Languages as the next big thing in information systems
productivity.
And, since Array Languages are more than just APL, we APLers must be able and
willing to write in J, K, Nial, or whatever good new Array Language comesalong.It
can become a marketableskill area.
All Array Languages are small players, and uniting them for public relations
purposesis likely to yield more short-run benefit to all than promoting each in
isolation. If the Array Language concept becomes a hit, then the alternative
languages can fight over a much larger market than before.
Let me summarize the strategy: Use the concept of rapid-development Array
Languages as the next step in information processing. There was OOP for
interfaces and data bases, now there☂s Java for the Internet, next come Array
Languagesfor core, mission-critical number crunching.

Themes
The most important thing is to show that existing Array Languagesare already
being used successfully for core, mission-critical number crunching.
Where does this happen? Wall Street. Billions of dollars are at risk in lightning-
paced trading situations. Very high stakes. And what kind of computer language do
key Wall Streetfirms turn tofor this crucial task? ♥ Array Languages, ofcourse!
To me,the above is a powerfulsales point.
Andit can be reinforced by other, similar points: An Array Language was a key
item in developing anti-missile defences ♥ could your company use that kind of
performance?
T hope you get the idea ♥ find the most impressive examples and stress the
Array Language aspect. The actual Array Language used becomes a ☁for
instance☂.
Jalso believe that practical appeals are stronger than theoretical appeals for the
target audience. Yes, everyone can be swayed by emotion, and many can be
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swayedbyideas. Butthe keyis to take a rational appeal and makeit emotionally
appealing. Thus, someone who buys into the concept of the Array Language
solution can use the rational part of the argumentasjustification. The examples
above are intended to convey the idea that Array Languages offer powerful
solutions in settings where failure might be disastrous. The reader of the
messages thinks his own work, even if on a smaller scale, is pretty important too;
so he has reason to be motivated to learn more about the Array Language
solution.
Howis the message to be spread?

Tactics
Now weareat the hard part: execution. This is a black art that even marketing
and public relations professionals do not fully understand, mostly because
causes and effects are hard to trace and measure. (As an aside, the onlyreally
measurable advertising is direct-response, where the customer inquiry or
purchasecan be traced to a specific mailer, print ad, or television appeal ♥ the
contact address or toll-free phone extension varies from advertisement to
advertisementand theeffect of each ad is thereby measured.) Since we are doing
public relations, we mustfall back on industry folklore and published comments
by successful practitioners.
There is time to think about this before taking action. Ordinarily, my instinct
would beto start immediately, but there is the small problem that the computer
world is abuzz with the Internet and the Java language. I think it would be a
waste of resources be go full-blast with an Array Language campaign while
everyone is still focused on Java. This does not mean that seeds cannot be
planted; it meansthat the Big Push will fail if it is launched before Java becomes
commonplace and the Next Big Thing needs to be found to occupythe attention
of the computerelite.
Whatkindsof timelines exist for computerindustry fads? My impressionis that
there is usually a period of gestation or build-up. This can take a decade or even
more. For this reason, seed-planting should begin soon. The Java explosion
(which began in 1995) is an exception. C had been around for several years
before the rush to ☁software portability☂ becamethe craze in the mid-1980s. C++
was little known until object-oriented programming exploded in the collective
programming mindspace around 1990. The practice of OOP waslaunchedat the
famous Xerox PARC in the late 1970s (though the ideas were manifested in
Simula in the late 60s), and Byte magazine had a cover story on the Smalltalk
language in the early ☁80s. Graphical interfaces made the need for object-
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orientation concrete. C++ was the commercial winner thanks to the fact that C
was, by that time, the prime language for shrink-wrap software, and moving
from C to C++ was a smaller step than from C to something else. OOPis far from
dead. The latest database concept is object-orientation (to supplement or
complementthe relational paradigm). And there have been both theoretical and
practical efforts to make APL OOP-compliant. At any rate, OOP☂s gestation from
concept to mania can be pegged at roughly a dozenyears, if Smalltalk is taken as
the start-point. The time from the invention of structured programming
languages (Algol, around 1960), to the frenzy for top-down programming was
about the same.
I stress fads becausethe fad is the expression of the attention and energy focused
on a particular programming concept. And, unlike fads in clothing and
automobile styling, programming fads tend to become honorably installed as
part of mainstream practice once the hype wears off and the mostextravagant
claims are shownto have beenfalse (for instance, pure-OOP, as exemplified by
Smalltalk, has not taken over the world). Even APL has become structured
language. Top-down programming is the best approach for many tasks.
Graphical interfaces are almost unthinkable without OOP elements. And Java
mightlegitimize interpreted languages.
To return to my point: the groundwork for a surge in Array Languages has been
going on since about 1990, when APL was about to becomebetter integrated
with other software on the host computer and when J and A were under
development. This suggests that the technical phase is well underway, and that
the promotional effort should begin soon, even before the Java hypestarts to
fade, with expectation of success around 2000-2003. We are approaching the
window of opportunity.
Onepublic relations strategy ♥ advocated by Regis McKennaofIntel and Apple
fame ♥ is to capture the attention of ☁industry influentials☂. In the case of Apple
Computer, this meant getting key venturecapitalists to investearly on as well as
gaining the favorable interest of Ben Rosen, at that time a respected industry
observer and newsletter publisher (who later became involved with Compaq
Computer from the VC side). McKenna contends that, thanks to their prestige
and connections, opinions of influentials will seep down the chain to news
media, corporate purchasers, and the general public. This concept worked for
Apple, but it is not sure-fire, and might not even apply to our problem of
publicising a family of programming languagesrather than a particular branded
product.
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Nevertheless, programming language influentials exist and should be cultivated.
Here are some fairly obvious examples to get yourthinking launched. Consider
Bill Gates. It is known that he wasonce intrigued with APL, so the ideaof using
.an Array Language as part of the Visual Basic package or as an adjunct to the
Access database product might notberejected outof handatthe highest levels at
Redmond, a few miles up the road from where these wordsare being written.I
suppose Bill himself probably isn☂t a primary target ♥ but if an Array Language
buzz starts, some folks at Microsoft, including Bill, will surely be awareofit.
Besides Bill, there are the usual media suspects. Someone with a better sense of
history than mecan correct this, but my impression is that commercial computer
magazines are better at following trendsthan creating them. But they too should
be cultivated. And this cultivation will not be effective as a one-shot deal. J recall
that, a few months after APL89, Ed Cherlin was able to get a nice amount of
APL2 material into John Dvorak☂s column in PC Magazine. Trouble is, nothing
else appeared,and the effort was wasted.
Here is a concept for dealing with the media. At some point, there should be a
hard-hitting barrage to a numberof columnists such as Dvorak about a new class
of ☁wonder languages☂, namely Array Languages. Leading upto that, word could
be spread amongst programmers in general via magazines or newsletters (or
Internet venues such as chat forums with computer magazine editors and
columnists) about great new ways to get code out. An example might be Jeff
Duntemann☂s magazine, Visual Developer. Its roots are as a magazine for Borland
Turbo Pascal programmers, but it has evolved to focus on programming for
Windowsin Delphi and, yes, Visual Basic and Java. There are some good APL
writers with experience of using J (or Dyalog APL/W) as DLL servers under VB,
Delphi, and Visual C++. It seems to methatarticles could be submitted to Visual
Developertelling howreally great, quickly-coded number processing routines can
be attached to the various interface systems for use in onesetting or another.If
even one or two ofthese could reach print each year, that would be a reasonable
start. And the effect wouldbe multiplied if the samething was happening in Dr.
Debb☂s Journal and similar magazines.
Besides programmers, we must start to capture the minds of corporate IS
managers and systems analysts. This is getting away from my experience, so I
will be sketchy and brief. Magazines and journals read by such people should be
a target. The concepts relating to Wall Street mentioned above could have great
impacthere.
Yet another target is the computer guru or management consultant. Getting
consultants to buy into the concept of (comparatively) rapidly-programmed
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number-processing applications using Array Languages as vital adjuncts to
existing DP tools could be a large win for our side.
How is all this going to take place? The cheapest way is to form a volunteer
committee to orchestrate the effort, to coordinate the solicitation of articles,
inclusion of panels in non-APL professional meetings, etc. But volunteers can be
hard to recruit, and volunteer committees tend to lack staying power ♥ an
importantconsideration for a multiyear effort. Nevertheless, the option proposed
next might well be even more impractical; then the volunteer committee would
be the only option.
In my opinion, a good way to do things is to form an Array Language trade
association, either formally chartered or simply an informal group. An association
could have people helping in the coordination, marketing, and PR efforts while
on company time, thus taking some pressure off volunteers (who would still be
needed for writing books and articles and for making presentations or appearing
on panels).
Another benefit of a trade association is that it could pool some moneyto hire a
public relations firm or consultant to deal with PR basics such as maintaining
contactlists, brokeringarticles in trade journals, and keeping an eye open for
opportunities to publicise the Array Language concept. The consultant also
oughtto be able offer advice to the association regarding PR mattersin general.
My guessis that a low-level, initial effort might cost something like $10,000 per
year. If industry sales increase, and the consultant can demonstrate media
placements and other measurable results of his activities, then the budget and
effort could be increased.

Cautionary Notes
Probably the most important consideration is to be able to deliver what is
promised. Here, I am thinking mostly of the ability of Array Languagesto link to
host computer applications or to the Internet or whatever connections become
fashionable in the next few years.
Another need is to better assure that programmers taking up Array Language
coding have the resources (books, manuals, training opportunities) to get going
reasonable quickly without much pain and anger. Bitter experiences can damage
a productor cause quickly and thoroughly. The risk of such problems is high
when programmers must drop old habits. This was the case with APL in the
early days ♥ programmers writing scalar APL code. (More recently,
programmers from many backgrounds have had to face the pain of coping with
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the OOP paradigm. The need or desire to change fuelled the publication of many
articles and books on the subject to ease the shift.) On the APL side, perhaps
☁Gilman and Rose☂ could be resurrected; in its day, it was a Godsend. J is
notoriously hard to learn, partly for intrinsic reasons, and partly because good
introductory material has been lacking. The User Manualis goodforlearning the
environmental partsofJ, and the Primer should have appearedlongbeforeit did.
At least one more introductory book by a different author is needed, simply
because different perspectives work better for different people when learning
new material. 1 am not familiar with learning resources for Nial and K.
Finally, ] think it would be helpful if APL programmers were more open-minded
regarding changing the language as well as their own work habits. I don☂t mean
all APL programmers, of course. But each innovation (keyboard revisions,
control structures, GUI environment) seems to lead to some angry letters to
journal editors. As mentioned above, the Array Language concept can be the
vehicle for exciting professional opportunities. The price of this might include
abandoning componentfiles, the workspace, and ♥ yes ♥ eventhe del editor to
embraceevils such as control words.

Conclusion
We don☂t haveto lose. Array Languages can be the next programmingsensation.
Perhaps I didn☂t get everything right in the way of diagnosis and prescription,
but I hope it will stimulate folks in the APL community to seek new ways to
spread the Array Language gospelto the outside world.
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. TECHNICAL SECTION
This section of VECTORis aimed principally at those of our readers who already
know APL.It will contain items to interest people with differing degrees of
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A PostScript Type 1 Font Downloader
by John Sullivan (john@yddraiggoch.demon.co.uk)

Whatis a Type 1 PostScript Font?
A Type1 PostScript font is a special case of a PostScript language program, which
tells a printer how to make each character of the font. The program uses
characters from the lower half of the ASCII character set, but in order to save
space on disks containing fonts, the part of the font that is encrypted into
hexadecimal characters is compressed by a factor of 2.

Why do we need a Downloader?
A download program is required to undo this compression and send the font to
the output device for use by other PostScript programs. The output device is
usually a PostScript printer, but it could bea file if the outputis not to be printed
immediately.
In Microsoft Windows with Adobe Type Manager,the printer driver will sort out
all the nuts and bolts of sendinginstalled fonts to the printer for you. But what do
youdoif the font is not installed (there is a limit to the numberof fonts you can
install), or if you are not using Windows, or any other software which handles
printing for you? WhenI started home computing I used an Atari ST, and this did
not have any way of sending fonts to a PostScript printer, so, I had to find a way
of downloading fonts myself. The information is not generally available, although
the books published by Adobe Systems themselves[{1] do contain some useful
information.

Gallia est omnis divisa in partes tres
So said Julius Caesar[2], but he might equally well have been referring to a
PostScript font! The middle part of the font, called the ☜eexec encryption☝ is
surrounded by twoparts in plain ASCII. Each of these parts starts with a two-byte
delimiter and a four-byte length, and the whole font file ends with another two-
byte delimiter. The task of the downloaderis to split thefile into the three parts,
uncompressthe middle one, and putit all together for sendingto theprinter.
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The Downloader
The downloaderis written for Dyalog APL but it should be easy to convert to any
other APL (as mentioned above,it started life as APL.68000 for the Atari ST, so it
has been converted once already). It takes the raw fontfile as its argument and
returns the downloadable font. No I/O is performed in this function because that
is for the programmerto sort out in the application. All 1/O should be performed
with no translation, which is whyline 1 of then function looks odd (it should end
up on the printer as serverdict begin 0 exitserver). This version
assumesthatthe lengths of each part of the fontfile are stored in Intel format: my
PostScript fonts were bought for DOS/Windows, and fonts for other platforms
may have the lengths stored differently. If this is the case with your fonts, make
the appropriate changesto variable c.
This function does not check that the input is a font file because it assumes that
that has been done already. The index origin mustbe 0.

vy zefontload x;a;Bh;c
[4] 2<Gav(ul,'|#,ae -¢t Hpeethpopesty |z-azp',Oavli3l
C2] aez,x(6tiaeII x{ce+5 4 3 2]]
£3] zez,'0123456789ABCDEF'(, 80 16TOAVIx[i2tatibeIT x({at+6+c)]]
C4] aez,x[18tatrbtrII xlatb+12+c]}
{5] zez,OAv[4]

Vv z*II x
{4] 2+L(2561x)-( 256%" '"p(px),1)*128s(1t+px)pxeRQAVix

References
[1] Adobe SystemsInc., Type 1 Font Format, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., Inc,

1990.
[2] C Julius Caesar (died 44 B.c.E.), De Bello Gallico, Li.

Finally
Before downloading any fonts to your printer, please make sure that you havethe
legal right to do so.
N.B. (Production Ed) ... Line-1 mayalso be entered as:

GAV(4¥,115 104 144 118 101 144 100 105 99 116 32 98 101 103 105
440 92 48 32 104 120 105 116 4115 1041 114 118 101 114,13]
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Use of Multivariate Techniques for the
Grouping Togetherof Districts.

Application in the City of Granada
by Cano Guervos, R.A., Chica Olmo,J. & Hermoso Gutierrez, ].A.

University ofGranada (Spain)
Paper given at ☜APL in Business☝, Swansea 18-22 July 1994

Abstract!
Housing, as an urban property, shares a great number of characteristics of an
extremely varied nature. The handling and interpretation of such a quantity of
variables makes their synthesized representation necessary. Analysis in Principal
Components (APC)is a statistical tool which greatly helps to carry out this task.
In this paper, the main results obtained after analyzing the housing supply in the
city of Granada (Spain) are presented, from the point of view of APC.
Multivariate statistical contrasts are applied with the aim of confirming the
similarity between districts in thecity.

1. Aimsof the Study
The study has been carried out using a questionnaire from the Departmentof Real
Estate Appraisals of the Andalucia Regional Government. The size of the sample
is 299 houses (apartments) up for sale, on which data has been obtained with
regard to fourteen variables, see Table 1.
The aimsof the study are:

a) To determine whichof the fourteen variables best shows up the differences
amongthis group of these houses.

b) To reduce the fourteen variables downto a smaller group, linear combinations
of the original ones.

c) To determine which districts present similarities and radical differences with
regardto the set of variables under consideration.
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Variables
1. Floor.
2. Conservation:high values imply a badstate of repair.
3. Bathrooms
4, Constructed surface area of the apartment(in m☂).
5. Price: that presented on the marketby the seller.
6. Quality of the area.
7, Quality ofthesite.
8. Quality of the building.
9. Quality of the house.

In variables 6, 7, 8 and 9, high values imply high quality.
10. Age.
11. Numberof rooms.
12. Outward facing rate of rooms.
13. Price per square metre.
14. Grassed areas: from 1 to 3 points are given if there is a swimming

pool, sports areas or garden areas; no points are given if this is not
the case.   

Table 1

2. Results of the Analysis in Principal Components
2.1. Interpretation of the factors
In Table 2, the factors☂ are presented, classified in decreasing orderof variability.
In the first part of the study we shall concentrate mainly on the twofirst factors,
since they include simultaneously 51.95% of the total variability of the sample.
The correlations of each of the variables with the first two factors can be seen
graphically in Figure 1. By analyzing Figure 1, the significance of the first two
factors can be interpreted, keeping in mind the proximity of each of the variables
to the factors.
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Components Variance Accumulated
or factors percentage percentage

1 34.409 34.409
2 17.534 51.944
3 10.230 62.174
4 7A77 69.652
5 6.631 76.283
6 6.274 82,558
7 4.211 86.770
8 3.607 90.377
9 2.838 93.215

10 2.283 95.499
q1 2.061 97.560
12 1.529 99.089
13 0.746 99.836
14 0.163 100.000

Table 2

First factor (F1):
Thecharacteristics which are most correlated to F1 are: price (-0.87), quality of the
building (-0.85), quality of the house (-0.83f), quality of the area (-0.83) and price
per square metre(-0.73).
The price variable.is the most related to the most discriminating component,
which is coherent with the fact that it is a variable which showsa high variation
coefficient in the initial data.
If we observe the positioning of the points-variables on thefirst axis (Figure 1), we
can see that the variables with a greater weighting, apart from price, refer to the
quality of the construction and the area. The quality of site and the number of
bathrooms☂ are found to have a slightly lower influence. Consequently, we can
interpret this factor as the ☜overall quality of the house☝.
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Second factor (F2):
The characteristics which are most correlated to this factor are: number of rooms
(0.83), constructed surface area (0.71) and, to a lesser extent, the number of
bathrooms. Therefore, the secondfactor is interpreted as ☜size of the house☝.

ourwcrs  
Com

pon
ent

  

   
Figure 1.

2.2. Interpretation ofthe variables correlation plot
The observation of Figure 1 showsthe existence of three groups of variables:

A. first group of characteristics very close to each other and, therefore, highly
correlated among themselves: quality of the construction (of the building and
of the house) and environmental quality (of the area andofthe site). The
houses for sale in the samplereflect that construction is carried out with good
qualities in urbanistically good areas, and thatit is difficult to find high
building quality in low environmental quality areas. Furthermore,a significant
correlation is noticeable between price per square metre and the previous
groupofvariables, particularly the quality of the area.

B. Another group of characteristics is located in the second quadrant: numberof
rooms, constructed surface area and bathrooms. The relatively significant
correlation between quality of the area and bathrooms should be pointed out
here.

C. The third groupof variables is foundin the first quadrant: age (high) and
conservation (bad), which movein the opposite direction to the qualities of
construction.
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2.3, Interpretation of the individuals scatterplot
In order to complete the APC, weproject a set of supplementary individuals: the
centres of gravity of each quarter. This centre of gravity represents the average
type of house in the district.
A grading of lower to higher quality (rightto left) can be seen in Figure 1 for the
houses in each quarter: From the Almanjayardistrict (AL), which is the most run-
down sectorof the city, to the Centre area (CE), where the highest environmental
and construction qualities are found.
Theposition of the points with regard to F2 should be studiedcarefully, since the
quality of representation on this axis is only relatively good in the districts of
Camino de Ronda(with housesofa greater size) and Realejo (smaller houses).

3. Grouping Togetherof Districts
Weshall now try to point out the possible differences and similarities of houses
among the different districts of thecity.
In order to confirm orreject the groupings which can be madein sight of Figure 1,
variousstatistic contrasts of a multivariate nature☂ have been achieved.
There are various reasons to justify the use of the principal componentsinstead of
the original variables when carrying out the contrasts: one of them lies in the
advantage that the contrast can gradually becomericher with a greater quantity of
information, which is ensured with the gradual introduction of the principal
components; on the other hand, making use of some from the original variables
would be more arbitrary. Another advantagein using the principal componentsis
that the greater part of the information from the original variables is included in
just a few of the principal components.
The T☂-Hotelling test has been used with the aim of comparing pairs of districts
with respect to various principal components.
The test used to compare three or more districts with respect to various
componentsis the likelihoodratio test of the multivariate analysis of the variance
which, from now on, shall becalled 6.

3.1. Results of the multivariate contrasts
After applying the T☂-Hotelling test with two componentsto all the possible
district pairs, the isolation of three districts is noticeable: Almanjayar (AL), Centre
(CE) and, to a lesser extent, Realejo (RE). The explanation of the separation of
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Almanjayar (AL) and Centre (CE) from therest of the districts is clear: the first
one is a suburb which, socioeconomically, is considered as run-down; the second
hastraditionally always been the Centre Business District (CBD).
If the first two components are taken into account(see Table 3), the existence of
twolarge groupsof districts is evident: on the one hand, the group formed by
Constitucién-Toros (CT), Camino de Ronda (CR), Pedro Antonio de Alarcén (PA)
and Camino de la Sierra (SI); on the other hand, the group which includes
Constitucién-Toros (CT), Chana (CH) and Zaidin (ZA) (see Figure 1). Thefirst
group of districts can be characterised from a socioeconomic point of view as
being middle or upper-middle class, whilst the second group is middle and
workingclass.
If a greater quantity of information is added through the third component, the
homogeneity of the first group is lost, whilst the second group remains together
(see Table 4). This second group (CT, CH and ZA) is Jost when the fourth
componentis added (see Table 5). After introducing the four components, only
the pair formed by Zaidin (ZA) and Chana (CH) is maintained. This grouping
showsa strong homogeneity sinceit is maintained whenthefirst six components
are introduced, which include more than 80% of the quantity of information in the
sample.
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Districts exp. G.L. 6theor. Group?
CH,CT, ZA 7.836 4 9.488 YES
CT,CR, SI 6.914 4 9.488 YES
CT, PA, SI 3.335 4 9.488 YES
CT, CR, PA, SI 8.452 6 12.602 YES
CH,CT, ZA, RE 24.528 6 12.602 NO
CR, PA, SI 5.930 4 9.488 YES
CT, CR, PA, RE, 23.985 8 15.514 NO
SI
CT, CR,PA,SI, 51.581 12 21.029 NO
RE, CH, ZA
CT, CR, PA, SIL 32.170 10 18.313 NO
CH, ZA       

Table 3. Groups of homogeneous districts in relation with two components.
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Districts $ exp. G.L. > theor. Group?
CH,CT, ZA 9.978 6 12,602 YES
CT, CR, PA, SI 40.148 9 16.925 NO
 

Table 4. Groups of homogeneousdistricts in relation with three components.
Given thatthe inexistenceofsignificant differences has been accepted with regard
to the average behaviour of the Zaidin and Chana districts, the possibility of
significant differences between both districts is studied with respect to the
dispersal of their data.
The majority of texts about multivariate methods suggest the use of the Bartlett
test to compare the variation in two multivariate samples.
 

 

 

 

 

 

       
Districts o6T GL. ooT Group?

exp. theor.
CH, CT, ZA 15.635 8| 15.514 NO
CH, ZA 1.337| 4, 36 2.633 YES
CT, CR, PA, SI 41,326 12| 21.029 NO
CTI, PA, SI 26.898 8| 15.510 NO
CR, PA,SI 36.044 8{ 15.510 NO
PA, SI 6.347} 4,77 2,490 NO
 

Table 5. Groups of homogeneousdistricts in relation with four components.
This test is very sensitive with respect to the hypothesis of multivariate normality
(Srivastava and Carter, 1983, p. 333). A more robust alternative process is the
Levene test (Levene, 1960), which transforms the original_data_in.to. absolute
deviations from sample mean or median (using this last one gives even greater
robustness). Another possibility is the Van Valen test (Van Valen, 1978), which
calculates:

=D(«AK%)kel

wherex; is the value of the variable X,, for the ith individual in sample j and X;,
is the mean of the same variable in the sample (the median can also be used, a
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more robusttest being obtained). The test is based on the assumptionthat in one
of the two districts compared there is more variability over all the components.
The Van Valen test, as opposed to the Levene test, has the advantage of being
directional, in the sense that it emphasises a greater variation comparing one
district with another when this variation points in the same directionfor all the
variables.
After applying the Levenetest to the first six components in Zaidin and Chana, no
significant differences are observed with regard to variability (see Table6).
 

 

 

Exp. GL. Theor. Group?
value value

Levene 0,341 6, 34 2.380 YES
6 components
Van Valen -1.270 39 -1.685 YES
6 components f       
Table 6. Results of the contrasts of Levene and Van Valen

Given thatthe differences with respect to dispersal in the samples of Zaidin and
Chana, although small, point in the same direction, it could be thought that the
Van Valen test would help us to detect a greater overall variability in the Zaidin
data as opposed to those of Chana. After carrying out the test over the first six
components, nosignificant differences are found either with reference to dispersal
that would supportsaid intuition (see Table 6). Therefore, the existence of a great
homogeneity is noted among the housesfor sale in these two districts, in both
terms of average behaviour and variability. The previous analyses confirm the
similarity between these two districts which, although geographically distant the
onefrom the other, occupy symmetrical positions with regard to the city map and
present commonsocioeconomic and urbanistic profiles.
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Niven Numbers and APL
by Joseph De Kerf

A positive integer or natural numberis a niven numberif it is divisible by itsdigital sum [1]. For instance,the integer 12 is a niven numberas 12is divisible by
1+2=3, while the integer 11 is not a niven numberbecause 11is notdivisible by
1+1=2. Niven numbers were defined as such by R. Kennedy[1].
Starting with the niven number1, let F(N) be the Nth niven number. Niven
numbers F(N) for N = 1(1)100 arelisted in Table 1.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
142 18 20 21 24 27 #30 36 40 42
45 48 50 54 60 63 70 72 80 81
84 90 100 102 108 110 114 112 114 117

4120 126 132 133 135 4140 144 150 152 153
156 162 171 180 190 192 195 198 200 201
204 207 209 210 216 220 222 224 225 228
230 234 240 243 247 252 261 264 266 270
280 285 288 300 306 308 312 315 320 322
324 330 333 336 342 451 360 364 370 372

Table 1: F(N) for N = 1(1)100
Niven numbers F(N) for higher values of N are given below (cf. also Figure 1 forN = 200(200)1000).

N F(N) N F(N) N F(N)
200 902 2000 12532 20000 166860
400 2000 4000 27168 40000 357210
600 3102 6000 43080 60000 570042
g00 4311 8000 60816 80000 804600

1000 5652 10000 80118 100000 1033781

As F(N) increases with N, the frequency of the niven number decreases when Nincreases, Some aspects of this frequency have been studied by C. Cooper andR. Kennedy [2]. For instance, it was shown that there can exist at most twentyconsecutive niven numbers. Further characteristics of such consecutive niven
number sequences were studied by B. Wilson [3].
So far, however, no algorithm has been found to calculate F(N) directly from N.This means that, to calculate F(N), the sequence of positive integers or natural
numbers 1, 2, 3,... has to be checked for niven-ness until N niven numbers havebeen found.In other wordsa loop of F(N)cycles has to be executed.
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Two APL user-defined functions NIVEN1 and WIVEN2 forcalculating the
sequence of niven numbers F(1), F(2), ..., F(N) are given below.

VNIVEN1CO1Y VNIVEN2(O1V
V2<NIVEN1 N3I37 VZ4NIVEN2 NiIsd

C1] >(Ns0)/0,2e1I«0 [iJ >(Ns0)/0,2+1I+0
(2) LAB: dJ«p¥I+I+1 C2] EAB; J+it+{i0el+I+1
[3] *(04(4+/(Jp10TI) |I)/LAB [3] >(02(+/(dpi0Tr) |I)/LAB
t4] >(N>pZeZ,I)/LAB ca] +(N>p2«Z,I)/LAB

v v

NIVENA 20
42345 67 8 9 10 12 18 20 21 24 27 30 36 40 42

NIVEN2 20
1234567 8 9 10 12 18 20 21 24 27 30 36 40 42

Online[1], it is checked if N is negative, a counter I is set to 0, and the explicit
result Z is set to the empty vector 10. In line [2], the counter J is increased by 1
and the numberof digits J of I is evaluated. In line [3], using the function
encode, the counter I is split into its digits and, using the function residue, it is
checkedif I is divisible by the sum of those digits, in which case I is a niven
number.Finally, in line [4], if the counter J is a niven number, Z is catenated
with this counter, and the loop is closed when the shape of the explicit result is
equal to W (or ['W).If N is negative or zero, the empty vector 10 is returned.If W is
positive, the vector of niven numbers F(1), F(2), «+e, FC [N)} is
returned.

 

 

 

 

 

 

ca7
0 N0 20 6400 «600 80000

Figure 1: F(N) for N = 200(200)1000
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The difference between NIVEN1 and NIVEN2 lies in the procedure used to
count the digits of I. In NIVEN1 this is done by evaluating the shape of the
format of I. In NIVEN2 it is done by adding a 1 to the floor of the common
logarithm of I. To comparethe effectiveness of the two procedures, cpu times
T(N) for both functions have been monitored, and this for N = 200(200)1000.
Averageresults in msfor 10 series of 100 executions are given in Table 2 (cf also
Figure 2). Differences in performance are negligible.

N 200 400 600 Boo 61000
NIVEN1 266 592 923 1287 «61689
NIVEN2 268 594 g24 1288 1690

Table 2: CPU times T(N) in ms for N = 200(200)1000
T(N)N increases very rapidly with N, such that for instance T(N) becomes about
29.3 seconds for N = 10000 and about 16.0 minutes for N = 100000.

mW)
2000 

 

 

 

 

☜a
oO N

oO 200 400 600 800 1000,

Figure 2: CPU times T(N)in ms for N = 200(200)1000
       

In NIVEN1 and NIVEN2, the count J of the digits of I and checking if I is a
niven numberis done in two separate lines [2] and [3], this for readability.
Performance in cpu times may be improved by substituting lines [2] and [3]
by a one-liner. This is donein the user-defined functions NIVENA and NIVENB

VNIVENALOIV
VZ+NIVEN2 N;I37

Cal >(Ns0)/0,Z+1I<0
C2] DTAB:>(04(4+/( (pti) p10)TI) | I+I+1)/LAB
[4] >(N>pZ+Z,I)/LAB

v
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VNIVENBCOV
VZ*NIVEN2 N3I37

t1] >(Ns0)/0,Z+1I+0
C2] LAB: (0#(+/( (14+ 1007) p10)72) | I«I+1))/LAB
C4) +(N>pZeZ,I)}/LAB

v

NIVENA 20
12345 67 8 9 10 12 18 20 21 24 27 30 36 40 42

NIVENB 20
1234567 8 9 160 12 18 20 21 24 27 30 36 40 42

Results for the same benchmark as done for NIVEN1 and NIVEN2 are given in
Table 3. Ratios of the results versus those for NIVEN1 and NIVEN2 are added.

N 200 400 600 800 1000
NIVENA 255 568 886 1236 1624
NIVENB 256 570 gag 1237 1624

Ratios 0.957 0.960 0.960 0.960 0,964

Table 3: CPU times T(N) in ms for N = 200(200)1000
Just as for NIVEN1 and NIVEN2, differences in performance between NIVENA
and NIVENB are negligible. Improvement of performance of the functions
NIVENA and NIVENB versus the functions NIVEN1 and NIVEN2 is about 4%
for the domain investigated but decreases for higher values of N, such that T(N)
is still about 28.3 seconds for N = 10000 and about 15.6 minutes for N = 100000.In
summary, performance in cpu times of the user-defined functions given is very
poor for higher values of N and it would be a challenge to find an algorithm
which drastically improvesthis performance.
Programming, calculations and benchmarks have been done on a MicroLine
Pentium-S 100, with Dyalog APL/W Version 7.1.2, under Windows 3.11.
Benchmarks have been done using the system function MONITOR.
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A Note on Cholesky Decomposition
by Tapio Nummi

The aim of this note is to show how to make the Cholesky decomposition
effectively by using array operations provided by APL. The Cholesky
decomposition for a positive definite matrix A can be written as

A=R☂'R
whereR is an upper triangular matrix. The algorithm is given by

p= hj / Van
ifj=1,2,..., 0. 1fi=2,...,0

it tl= 2 =uF va and we=(0- Eni) ty
kel kel

 

whenj=i+1,..., 7.
As an example we consider the Cholesky decomposition for a definite 3 x 3
matrix A. This yields

ay / Vay Ary | fay a3 Jay

R= 0 9997 hohe 493 7 hathaf 2 f 2G2 ♥ M2 49 ♥ Fp
2,20 0 x3 ♥ (143 + 3)

W433 ♥ (%3 +t)
By using APLthefirst row of R is
R13 )+AC1;1+Af1;1] «0.5

For the second row we need
Bei 1+A-RO1;]e.xR{1;3]
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which gives
_ 2 =4m Nh 493 haha

439 ♥ haha 933 ♥ Nh3
Then the second row of R is

RO2Q;]+73+Bl1s TsBl41;11]40.5
Forthe third row we make new B

Bel 14B-(1+R[23])o.x14R[ 23]

Then by using
2 42B= (a3 73 ~ *)

weeasily computethe third row as
RLI3;1+73+B(1;J+BL1;4]+0.5

As an APL function
VR+CHOLESKY A;B;I3V3N

Ci] Re(pBeA)p~I+1 0 N+itpd
(2] E:RUIs]+(-¥)+V¥eB(1; ]+B[1;1140.5
(4) Bet 1+B-Vo.xV
(4) >(N2zI*I+a)/L

v

The function consists of only one loop and the APL code to iterate is rather
minimal. Therefore this function is effective also for large positive definite
matrices.

+C+(3,3)p1 2 3 2 20 26 3 26 70

i124
2 20 26
3°26 70

CHOLESKY C

°
O
F
N
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All queries regarding advertising in VECTOR should be made to Gill Smith,
at 01439-788385, or to apl385@compuserve.com via email.

Submitting Material to Vector
The Vector working group meets towards the end of the month in which Vector
appears; we review material for issue n+1 and discuss themes for issues n+2
onwards. Please send the text of submitted articles (hardcopy with diskette as
appropriate) to the Vector Working Groupvia:

Vector Administration, ¢/o Gill Smith
Brook House
Gilling East
YORK, YO6 4JJ
Tel: +44 (0) 1439-788385
Email: ap]385@compuserve.com

Authors wishing to use Word for Windowsshould contact Vector Productionfor
a copy of the APL2741 TrueType font, and a suitable Winword template. These
mayalso be downloaded from the Vector website at www.vector.org.uk
Camera-ready artwork (e.g. advertisements) and diskettes of ☁standard☂ material
(e.g. sustaining members☂ news) should be sent to Vector Production, Brook
House, Gilling East, YORK YO6 4JJ. Please also copy us with all electronically
submitted material so that we have early warning of possible problems.
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British APL Association: Membership Form
Membership is open to anyone interested in APL. The membership year
normally runs from 1st May to 30th April, but new members may join from 1st
August, November or February if preferred. The British APL Association is a
special interest groupof the British Computer Society, Reg. Charity No. 292,786
Name:
Address:  
 

 Postcode / Country:
Telephone Number:
Email Address:
 

 

 

Category (please tick box) to run from: Ist May C) August ) NovO FebQ
UK private membership ..............00000 00005 £12 Q
Overseasprivate membership ..................-5 £14 Q
Airmail supplement (not needed for Europe) ..........£4 Q
UK Corporate membership .........0.-.0...000- £100 Qa
Corporate membership overseas ............-00005 £135 Q
Sustaining membership ............... 000-000 £430 Q
Non-voting UK member(student/OAP/unemployed only) £6 Q
PAYMENT ♥ in Sterling or by Visa/Mastercard/JCB only
Payment should be enclosed with membership applicationsin the form of a UK
Sterling cheque to ☜The British APL Association☝, or you may quote your
Mastercard, Visa or JCB number.
I authorise you to debit my Visa/Mastercard/JCB account
Number: « ! Expiry date: wi 14

for the membership category indicated above,
 

Data Protection Act
oye. . : The information suppliedmay beQ annually, at the prevailing rate, until further notice stored on computerand processed

one year☂s subscription only in accordance with the registrationoftha British Computer Society.   (please tick the required option above)
Signature: Send the completed form to:

British APL Association, c/o Rowena Small, 8 Cardigan Road, LONDON E3 5HU, UK
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